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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, Alix Mayer explains why our children are being so aggressively targeted for the

COVID-19 injection even though they’re not at risk of serious SARS-CoV-2 infection, and clariNes

the status of Comirnaty.

Mayer, board president of Children's Health Defense — California Chapter, is herself vaccine

injured; not from the COVID jab, but from a series of vaccines she received 20 years ago.

(Incidentally, Mayer grew up in the Oscar Mayer family in the 5th generation descended from the

original Oscar Mayer, a German immigrant who started as a butcher boy. Despite Mayer’s vaccine

injury, her family does not share her views on vaccine safety issues.)

Mayer graduated from Duke University with a BA and from Northwestern University with an MBA

in Nnance and management strategy. She worked for Apple in the mid-1990s. When she was 29,

Apple promoted her to acting manager of worldwide customer research.

In preparation for a family trip to Bali, her doctor recommended getting six vaccines: hepatitis A

vaccine, hepatitis B vaccine, diphtheria, tetanus, polio and oral typhoid, which she did. Eventually,

13 years later, she Nnally realized it was these shots that triggered her health problems.

“They gave me brain damage and total disability,” she says. “I spent three years in my

early 30s being 80% housebound, and I really I didn't know if I was ever going to get

better.

I went through a whole bunch of diagnoses: lupus, chronic fatigue syndrome, Lyme

disease. Ultimately, none of those made sense and none of the treatments made me any

better, until we put the pieces together and Fgured out that I was actually vaccine injured.

It's literally just a cause and effect. If you look back at my history and lay out my vaccine

schedule, you can see that my health declined two weeks after I got the vaccines.

I had encephalitis and encephalopathy ... digestive issues, hypersomnia — sleeping 16

hours a day — Ku-like symptoms, a 24/7 migraine, joint pain. I really had no life at all in

my early 30s until I went on a gluten-free diet. That started my health recovery.

I then became an award-winning medical journalist with a bunch of different blogs, and

then a health consultant. In 2018, I retired from all that and joined Children’s Health

Defense.”

The COVID Jab Tragedy

While many vaccines have a questionable safety proNle, especially when combined, data from the

Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) suggest there’s never been a vaccine as

dangerous as the experimental mRNA gene transfer injections for COVID.

What’s more, while lack of transparency and accountability has been a chronic problem within the

vaccine industry, the obvious hazards associated with vaccines are really being highlighted by the

COVID jabs.

Many now know of someone who has been injured by the COVID jab, and most were injured so

shortly after the shot that it’s hard to deny a correlation. The staggering number of injuries

reported among adults who have received the COVID shot in turn highlights the insanity of rolling

it out to young children.

According to Mayer, the reason they’re trying to mandate the COVID shot for children is to evade

liability for injuries, because once a vaccine is on the childhood vaccination schedule, vaccine

makers have immunity against lawsuits for injuries.

Vaccine Makers Want Zero Liability

The COVID shots currently have legal immunity against liability because they’re still under

emergency use authorization (EUA). If you think BioNTech’s Comirnaty has been fully licensed,

you’d be mistaken. Mayer explains:

“I put together a slide deck about Emergency Use Authorization (which you can see in the

video interview above) because there is so much confusion over this and what's really

going on. Once you understand the genesis of EUA and the standards they have to meet

in order to keep these products on the market, then you understand the behaviors [we’re

now seeing].

They’re falling all over themselves to protect the EUAs for these products and also

introduce other very confusing kinds of approval to get away with stuff. So, let me just

start to clarify it right now.

This presentation is all about these three strangleholds that the vaccine makers and our

government are never going to let go of ... These are the things they're guarding with their

lives.

First of all, they need to guard the emergency ... so they cannot have any early

treatments. Those cannot exist. They're also going for full liability protection, and

children will be used as pawns to get them full liability protection.

Vaccine makers love EUA products because they have this huge liability shield. If you're

injured by an EUA vaccine, you can't sue the manufacturer, you can't sue the person who

gave it to you, you can't sue the institution where you got the shot.

You have to go through something called the CICP, the Countermeasures Injury

Compensation Program, where they'll only cover unpaid medical expenses, and probably

only for pharmaceuticals and lost wages.

Now, if you're vaccine injured, let me tell you right now, you are not going to be using

pharmaceuticals because they do not work for vaccine injury. They will make you sicker.

You'll be on two dozen pharmaceuticals before you know it and you're going to be sick

from those. They do not work. The only thing that's going to get you better if you're

vaccine injured is natural treatments ...

That's the kind of treatment you're going to need, and that's not even covered, even if you

were to get compensation. Everybody I know with chronic illness, whether it's a child or

an adult who has chronic fatigue syndrome, vaccine injury, Lyme disease, they're paying

$50,000 out of pocket per year.

If you can't work and you have to pay for your treatment out of pocket, I don't know how

you ever get by. People suffer like crazy, they lose homes, they go into bankruptcy.”

Since its inception, the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP), which pays for injuries

caused by vaccines on the childhood vaccination schedule, has paid out about one-third of

claims. It’s a long, arduous process that oftentimes takes years and in the end rarely provides

adequate compensation.

“If you do end up getting compensation ... they don't pay it out in one lump sum, they pay

it out year by year, and they pretty much hope that whoever is injured is actually going to

die of their injuries before they get compensated.

That's been said to me a bunch of times by people who've been through this horrible

process. Now, the CICP has only compensated 3% of claims. And so far, there have been

no approvals for [compensation] for COVID shot injuries,” Mayer says. [Editor’s note: The

Nrst COVID case was recently determined “eligible” for compensation, but the case has

not yet been adjudicated. ]

Stages of Liability: EUA

In her slide show, Mayer reviews each of the stages of product liability, and whether the mRNA

shots can be mandated. As mentioned, vaccine makers have no liability as long as their product

is under EUA, as the product is investigational.

“Investigational is a synonym for experimental,” Mayer says. “And the word experimental

ties it directly into the Nuremberg Code, which says that we cannot be experimented on

[without consent]. We always have the right to accept or refuse a medical treatment.

[The Nuremberg Code] is not a law, but it's a code under which the whole world is

supposed to be operating by. And it is actually codiFed into some local and federal laws

as well ... So, what everybody needs to know is that coercion and duress are considered

de facto mandates and illegal. De facto means that it's basically the same as an outright

mandate.

It's illegal medical segregation, medical apartheid [because that is a form of coercion or

duress.] So, if you go to a restaurant and they demand your vaccine passport, only let you

eat outside, and they might not let you use the bathroom, that's medical segregation.

That is illegal and I do not support businesses that do that and you shouldn't either. Any

access privileges that are different between the vaccinated and unvaccinated are illegal,

and any visual indication of vaccine status like a sticker or a bracelet ... that's also illegal

because that creates segregation and medical apartheid, [since they are all forms of

coercion or duress.]”

Importantly, mass violation of the law does not make something legal.

“If we all drove 100 miles an hour on Interstate 80, would we watch the speed limit signs

suddenly changed to 100 miles per hour? No, it's not going to happen. Mass violation of

the law has never made anything legal. And just because schools and businesses and our

government are mandating these shots, it doesn't make it legal. It's all illegal ...

Now, they know full well that it's illegal to mandate these [COVID shots]. President Biden

knows it's illegal. But what they're counting on is that the court cases overturning their

illegal mandates will take a while, and in that interim, people are going to be scared

enough to get the shots. And unfortunately, it's worked.”

Stages of Liability: Full Licensure and Childhood Scheduling

The next stage is full licensure (FDA approval). Once a product is fully licensed, the company

becomes liable for injuries. At that point, the product can be legally mandated. Of course,

knowing how dangerous the COVID shots are, no manufacturer wants to be Nnancially liable for

injuries. They’d be sued out of business.

“ This is the holy grail if you're a manufacturer of
a COVID vaccine right now. You want it to be fully
licensed, but not put on the market until you get it
on the children's schedule. ~ Alix Mayer”

To get immunity against liability again, the vaccine manufacturers need to get their product onto

the childhood vaccination schedule. This will also allow government to mandate the shots. As

noted by Mayer:

“This is the holy grail if you're a vaccine manufacturer of a COVID vaccine right now. You

want it to be fully licensed, but not put it on the market until you get it on the children's

schedule.”

DOJ RedeJnes Medical ‘Consequence’

In Doe v. Rumsfeld,  the court held that service members could refuse an EUA product without

punitive consequences such as dishonorable discharge or other punishments. Therefore, there

were no consequences to refusing an EUA product, other than the natural consequence of

possibly getting the disease.

However, in July 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice attempted to redeNne the term

“consequences” just for the COVID shot, to suggest that punitive consequences, like job loss or

being separated from your working or learning location, are legal when a person refuses an EUA

vaccine.

“But this type of consequence, a punitive consequence, has never been adjudicated,”

Mayer says. “That's not in any law. This is just an opinion from the DOJ. And it absolutely

means nothing, except it came from our DOJ, so people give it a lot of authority.

They also stated twice — and this is so hard to understand because it's just beyond

reason — that the right to accept or refuse an EUA product is 'purely informational.'

Literally, you can read that you could die by taking it, but it's purely informational. You

cannot act on it. That's what the DOJ says. Again, it's not adjudicated, so it doesn't mean

anything. It's an opinion. It holds no legal weight at all. So, as we said before, these

mandates are starting to be overturned.”

Four Standards for EUA

There are four standards that must be fulNlled for an EUA. If any of these criteria are not met,

EUA cannot be granted or maintained. First, the secretary of Health and Human Services has to

declare and maintain a state of emergency. If the emergency were to go away, all EUA products

would have to come off the market. And that doesn't just mean vaccines. It also includes the PCR

tests and even surgical masks.

The second standard is evidence of effectiveness. Historically, vaccines had to show a 70% or

greater effectiveness, as measured by a fourfold increase in antibody levels, in order to qualify.

For an EUA vaccine, the ehcacy threshold is only 30% to 50%. In another departure from prior

vaccine approvals, the COVID vaccine clinical trials relied on the RT-PCR test, not antibodies, to

demonstrate effectiveness in the small “challenge phase” of the trials.

Now, you probably heard that the PNzer shot was 95% effective when it Nrst rolled out, but that

was relative risk reduction, not absolute risk reduction. Confounding these two parameters is a

common strategy used to make a product sound far better than it actually is. The absolute risk

reduction for PNzer’s shot was just 0.84%.

For example, if a study divided people into two groups of 1,000 and two people in the group who

didn’t get a Nctional vaccine got infected, while only one in the vaccinated group got infected, the

relative risk reduction would be reported as 100%. In terms of absolute risk reduction, the

Nctional vaccine only prevented 1 in 1,000 from getting the infection — a very poor absolute risk

reduction.

The take-home message here is that even though the minimal threshold for effectiveness is

ludicrously low, in terms of absolute risk reduction, these shots still don’t measure up. Within six

months, even the relative risk reduction bottoms out at zero. What’s more, there’s evidence that

the clinical trials were manipulated as well.

“I remember an analysis very early in lockdowns [that showed] if you added back all the

probable cases of COVID to the clinical trial [data], the effectiveness went from 90% to

between 19% and 29%,”  Mayer says.

The third standard is that the known and potential beneNts of the product must outweigh the

known and potential risks of the product. In the case of COVID shots, there’s overwhelming

evidence showing they do more harm than good.

The fourth and last standard that must be met is there can be no adequate, approved and

available alternative treatments (drugs or vaccines). “This is why hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin were quashed,” Mayer says. This is also another reason Comirnaty is not treated as a

fully approved product in the U.S., because if it were, then all the other COVID shots that are

under EUA would have to be removed from the market.

“This is a four-legged stool,” Mayer says. “If any one of these legs goes away, you have to

take your EUA products off the market ... by law. I put [state of] emergency and

[treatment] alternatives in red, because those are two of the things that they have a

stranglehold on; those are things they are guarding like crazy.

This means that every variant that comes out, they have to make it sound super scary to

keep the emergency going. So, the variants serve a purpose. You have to think about

these variants in the context of this crime, where they have to keep the emergency going

to keep their products on the market.

You would think this emergency would stop maybe when we get to herd immunity, maybe

if we get 90% vaccination uptake, maybe COVID is just going to go away, like smallpox

did in the early 1900s [even though] only 5% of people were vaccinated. [But it won’t] go

away [until] the shots get full approval and the manufacturers get a full liability shield.”

Comirnaty’s Quasi Approval

With regard to Comirnaty, is it or is it not fully approved and licensed? The answer is more

complex than a simple yes or no. Mayer explains:

“Comirnaty’s quasi approval is just for BioNTech. It doesn't have to do with PFzer, and this

is why I'm doing this presentation because I'm going to explain what’s going on with that.

This is the race to get liability protection. Remember, that's the other stranglehold that

they want. They really want to get this liability protection. Once the COVID shots are fully

approved, the manufacturer has full liability.

There's all this confusion about Comirnaty. Was it fully approved? Is it on the market? Is it

interchangeable with the PFzer shot? And does it make the COVID shot mandate legal?

It's all the same answer. No, no, no, no.

The FDA issued an intentionally confusing biological license application approval for

Comirnaty. It was an unprecedented approval to both license the Comirnaty shot, saying

it's ‘interchangeable’ with the PFzer shot. But they also said it's ‘legally distinct.’

In that same approval, they retain the vaccine’s liability shield by designating it EUA as

well. They want it to be fully approved, but they want the liability protection, so they did

this BS dual approval.

So, [Comirnaty] is licensed to be manufactured, introduced into state commerce and

marketed, but it's not licensed to be given to anyone, and it's not available in the United

States. It's available in the U.K., New Zealand and other places, but it is not available in

the United States because they're really scared of liability.

Now, are you ready for this one? The BLA actually states that Comirnaty is only ‘ready for

approval.’  It doesn’t say it's approved anywhere in the document. And they buried this

language in a pediatric section to confuse people even more.

Here's what they said; ‘We're deferring submission of your pediatric studies for ages

younger than 16. For this application, because this product is ready for approval for use

in individuals 16 years of age and older, as pediatric studies for younger ages have not

been completed.’

Why did they do this? Sixteen is a very important number. You would think the age break

would be 18. That's a very typical age break for everything else that we do in this country.

Why 16?

The reason they did 16 is because 16- and 17-year-olds are still on the children's

vaccination schedule. And then the manufacturer gets full liability protection. That's why

this is ready to be approved for 16 and up, not 18 and up.”

Comirnaty Is Not Fully Licensed

This confusion is clearly intentional. On the one hand, the FDA claims Comirnaty is

interchangeable with the PNzer shot, yet it's also legally distinct. Courts have had to weigh in on

the matter, and a federal judge recently rejected the DoD claim that the two shots are

interchangeable. They're not interchangeable. That means Comirnaty vaccine is still EUA. It

doesn't have full approval and it's not on the market.

“Military members involved in lawsuits are challenging the military's COVID vaccine

mandate. They Fled an amended complaint seeking a new injunction after the judge last

month rejected the assertion that the PFzer COVID shot and BioNTech’s Comirnaty are

interchangeable. So, we're still hammering on this legally, but a court has ruled that

they're not interchangeable.

[Editor’s note: This information is accurate at the time of the interview, but legal

challenges are ongoing and courts may issue new rulings. December 22, 2021, the U.S.

Supreme Court announced  it has slated January 7, 2022, to hear arguments challenging

Biden’s vaccine and testing mandates.]

So, how do we know that Comirnaty is not being treated as fully approved? First, the

approval states you have the right to accept or refuse the product. That means it's an

EUA. Second, it’s not available in the U.S. because Comirnaty doesn't have liability

protection. Third, if it were available, it's an alternative [treatment] and all other EUA shots

would have to come off the market.

No. 4, the CDC Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) would have to

recommend it for ages 16 to 18 and the CDC would have added it to the children's

recommended schedule. That's how we know it's not fully approved and on the market.

Here is the label for Comirnaty. It says it's emergency use authorization. It doesn't say it's

fully approved, because it's not. But look at the safety information they are recognizing:

Myocarditis and pericarditis have occurred in some people who've received the vaccine,

more commonly in males under 40 years of age than among females and older males.

So, this is saying that young men are getting heart inKammation. And what we know from

all the anecdotal reports is 300 athletes have died or collapsed on the Feld, and children

in schools have died of heart attacks. That's what's going on here.

And the reason they have to declare this is because they know it. They know it's

happening. And the only way they can be sued is if they know there's a problem with their

vaccine and they don't declare it. So, they declare it here, in very mild language as if it's
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The reason our children are being targeted by COVID mandates is because vaccine makers want to get the shots onto the childhood

vaccination schedule
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vaccine and they don't declare it. So, they declare it here, in very mild language as if it's

not that big of a deal, but it's a very big deal. Young people are dying [from the shots] who

have a 99.9973% chance of recovering from COVID ...

The holy grail is to get the shot on the CDC recommended schedule for children, because

then it gets full liability protection according to the 1986 Act. This is why they're going

after our children when they have a 99.9973% recovery rate ...

Every medical intervention is a risk beneFt equation, and it doesn't calculate for kids at

all. They should never be getting COVID shots. The shots don't prevent transmission.

They don't prevent cases. They don't prevent hospitalization or death.”

How You Can Help

Children’s Health Defense has sued the FDA over the approval of Comirnaty, alleging that this is a

“bait and switch” to convince people they are receiving a licensed vaccine, when in fact they are

getting an EUA vaccine that cannot be lawfully mandated. Unfortunately, these kinds of legal

cases can take a long time, and children are being needlessly harmed while we wait for legal

clariNcation.

They also have a couple dozen other legal cases underway. If you want to help, please sign up to

become a member on childrenshealthdefense.org. It’s only $10 for a lifetime membership.

“That really helps us with standing in our legal cases, because the more people we represent, the

stronger our cases are,” Mayer says. If you're in California, you can join the local chapter at

ca.childrenshealthdefense.org. You can also help by purchasing Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s book

“The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public

Health.”

This book is an absolute must-read and you know people are enjoying it as it has been No. 1 on

Amazon for the last month, which is very unusual for a book. It will likely be one of the top best

sellers of the entire year. So, get your copy before Sen. Elizabeth Warren convinces Amazon to

ban it!

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,738 ratings

ORDER NOW
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mel76793
Joined On 4/29/2015 8:29:03 PM
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Thanks for mentioning Hep B jabs on newborns, As i worked as an Anaesthetic Technician for 29 years assisting the Anaesthetist for

emergency caesarian sections and I could not get over the midwives giving this jab. It broke me to see a newborn not even exposed to

its mothers biome given a medicine for something it may never be exposed to, I was always so glad if the parents looked at me with the

question in their eyes as i would always shake my head. Needless to say, I walked out of a broken profession and system, I couldn't live

with perpetuating the lies, this was just prior to Covid hitting. I think i would have been sacked if I had been around during this

'Plandemic'.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!  Why into newborns?  Why at that point before they even have the capacity to start with antibodies - (isn't that more towards

6 months?) ... but why am I surprised?  We took breastfeeding out of the picture and gave kids a bottle - Nlled with what, God only

knows.  Yeesh!
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rkostoff
Joined On 11/26/2010 5:14:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point, we need to think about ways to reverse at least some of the damage resulting from the inoculations (e.g.,

www.bitchute.com/.../fHIT55iM4Zv9  ), for both adults and children.  The approach of our recent paper focusing on reversing

chronic diseases ("Prevention and reversal of chronic diseases: A protocol" available at

(www.publichealthtoxicology.com/Prevention-and-reversal-of-chronic-dise.. ).) may be one possible solution.  As a side beneNt,

this approach may be useful in preventing infectious diseases as well (such as COVID-19), based on the Nndings of two recent

papers (pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../;  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34779496 ).
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ginabear
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:27:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will regret for the rest of my life letting "them" poison my newborn C-section son with the hep B. He is autistic (aspergers) as a

result of his shots, even though I wised up and stopped them at 6 months. He's never had another. I cringe to think how damaged

he would be if I had just blindly listened to the pediatrician and kept on jabbing him.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When hospital staff wants to give your newborn infant the hepatitis vaccine, ask whether they know how hepatitis is transmitted.

 Ask whether they practice sterile procedure in their hospital... whether they reuse needles and have drug addicts working near

infants.... or pedophiles sexually abusing children.  Why would an infant born to a mother who does not have hepatiits, who uis

breastfeeding need a hepatitis vaccine.  besides, the infant does not develop much of an immune system FOR AT LEAST the Nrst

6 months of life, so what kind of immune response are you expecting. That is why the infant needs to acquire immunity thru

mother's milk and skin binding. All that happens when vaccinating a newborn is putting toxins in their tiny body.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Eugenics works.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate that journey for Ms. Mayer, but I know that journey well - it's the same journey that threw me over the fence and landed me in a life

where I read labels, I'm always the doctor in the house because I simply cannot trust outside medical care - unless it's urgent - and now,

thanks to this plandemic, I have even more resources at my disposal - which is like adding a trampoline to the yard of the fence I have

been thrown over. I have never felt such chaos in my body as when I hear the sentence: "The science is proven..."

You know what autism is?  It's politely been renamed on those inserts - it's neurological damage - it's playing pinball in a baby's brain.  It

F*ING HURTS !!  The kind of autism in kids that's permanent, that is exhausting, these kids don't sleep, as young adults they are still

smearing feces on the wall and bumping into you to ask questions 24/7 because their minds don't slow down, and God forgive you're at

the top of the stairs when they want to 'bump you' (happened to my friend) by her grandson (the mom dumped him off) has nowhere to

go.  Our legislation doesn't cover what to do with an over 18 year old permanently disabled from the shots as an adult.  They are

society's best kept secret.  

Autism doesn't exist. Really?  Look around - oh, you don't see them?  Maybe because it would be uncomfortable to see a man banging

himself on the ground in the grocery story screaming out in pain as his limbs are set on Nre, but since he can't communicate

(non-verbal) so people just think he's acting insane...  Ya, I'm sorry, I digress, but if you haven't been around it, you don't know jack.

 There are different levels, of course, the "spectrum" - but since Tony Fauci has already said he's not going anywhere until "this

pandemic (he created) is over" - and since he's vowed to not stop until every baby is jabbed with this ... Um - maybe it's Tony who needs

to go.  How come he gets to say if he stays or goes?  Hmmm...We simply don't know what we are doing.
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The years of researching and going to lectures and understanding vaccine damage, especially to the myelin sheath at the base of

the brain (as in the case of SIDS babies) - onward to those babies who could not tolerate the MMR, which Sen Dan Burton knows

well of - and yet, here we are, with a population aiming towards the 1 in 25, what are we at?  1 in 44? and nothing has still been

done!  Why?  The all powerful big pharma.  Thank for taking one for the team, baby!

In the case of public opinion and society at large, they want to put a frame around autism and call it something beautiful.  High

functioning autism is beautiful, my GF's son had a full ride to Harvard off a perfect SAT score.  Of course he would die because

he doesn't remember you have to eat to sustain life, nor would he ever change his clothes.  But whatevs!  His brain is incredible

and he went on to be the top performer at our local university and he will do amazing things in this world, but his mom has to be

at his side, even today - and the seizure meds are working, but it's all sketchy.  So ya, there's that kind of autism too.   Quite a

spectrum, eh?

All that to say - VACCINES ARE NOT A KNOWN QUANTITY - WE CANNOT PREDICT WHO WILL BE INJURED AND WHO WON'T BE.

And the Nrst thing I thought of when my daughter was injured was - "Why didn't you know she couldn't tolerate them?"  I read the

contraindications form - I told them we had two of those in my husband's bloodline... they said it was like injecting water, don't

worry.  Well - fool me once ...Until we have a way of knowing who these things will hurt, disable, kill... why are we still doing

them?  It's a question I ask every day - and now we're playing with Nre.   I always thought if they insisted on vaccinating adults

(because most adults no longer have antibodies) the jig would be up. Adults will march their kids in, but they surely won't march

themselves in, right?  Boy, did they fool me.  All they had to do was start a pandemic.  Plandemic.
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It is so pathetic about autism, but what is even more pathetic is there is something (I forget the name) that has great results in

treating autism and in some practically reverses it altogether and it is BLOCKED from being used.   I heard about from listening to

Dr. Judy Mikovits so I am sure you can research and Nnd the name of it...
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Catlady - do you mean GcMAF?  The treatment they killed Dr. Bradstreet over?
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God, I pray Tony Fauci goes at some point this year. I suspect that if the political winds shift against his direction as we approach

the season for election he will slither back to hell were he is most comfortable and I pray never returns.  The only real way to end

this vaccine nightmare is to end the germ theory lie the whole program is based on.  I know so many who slept every night with

someone who got labeled CoVid with this corrupt method of using PCR to deNne a pandemic and never spread it to the other one

in the bed. This happened last week to a family member with the oh so contagious Omicron. I was also around this person all

week while he hacked and nothing.

He went to the family party and no spread. come on. I did feel something coming on over the week due to way too much holiday

eating and drinking of food I try to avoid. I upped my detox ( more sauna, more sun, more C ) and poof woke up Nne. Terrain

theory. Koch's postulates, Dr Stefan Lanka. Look them up. This is a germ theory built on a house of cards worth multi-billions to a

few. It is time for the "holistic" world to band together and end this. If we don't we will never be free and we will all be sick all the

time. The time for terrain is now. It is now or never for humanity. THERE ARE NO VIRUSES IN GOD'S UNIVERSE MEANT TO KILL

US!. We poison ourselves and blame microbes. It is just stupid at this point. Stupid is as Stupid does.  Be well and maintain your

terrain, virus, fungi and bacteria oh my. WE NEED THEM ALL FOR LIFE.
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The whole society is mentally sick and even without the toxic substances you can still develop autism (neurological damage). As

proof I offer animals that are bred for the fur trade and bears that are kept in small cages for their bile. They develop neurological

damage due to the unnatural conditions of life and engage in OCD behavior as repetitive motions, self mutilation, screaming and

so forth, very similar to neurological damage due to autism. We live in a sick world in which everything man made is against you.

The only true healer is nature. Unfortunately, in this sick society most “cures” offered (of course for pay) are artiNcial too. So the

“cures” might be worse than the disease. The cures of nature are better and for free.
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Agreed ScanKat - on so many levels!

Vladimira - I watched a video on youtube called Earthlings (sooo many years ago) that broke my heart.  They showed those little

guys in cages and I literally cried - I could only take it about 10 minutes at a time.   But yes, look at glyphosates!  Found

everywhere on the planet - and in breastmilk.  Great.  Who will order Monsanto to clean up the earth from their toxic pesticides?

 The cures of nature are the only ones I trust...
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catladyjan prompted me to look into the autism claim, so I just ordered some from

 holisticgear.com/suramin-the-covid-vaccine-antidote-as-per-dr-judy-mik..   If Dr. Judy Mikovits says it works - I'm betting on it !

It's also her Covid antidote.
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Autism is caused by neurological damage. How do the doctors typically treat it? With drugs that damage the brain even more. I

have neurological, nerve, and immune system damage. I owe it all to respected members of the established medical Neld. I

started out a depressed, nervous teenager. They drove me insane and damaged me in every way possible. Using "standard

medical care." Now these evil XXXX are needle r*ping everyone on the planet. Curse them!
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Tony needs to go!  Thankfully none of my friends have had to go thru this but we need  to stop all these jabs that are so

destructive.  I now have a circle of frtiends who reject all this, use natural ,edicines.  I have started a wild food and medicine

garden.  we all eat organic, drink raw milk.  at least 6 have contracted Covid including a 95 year old,  stayed home,self treated

and survived.  we do NOT need Big Pharma, it needs us to maintain their proNt level.
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Suramin...pine needles for Autism etc.. which may help retroviruses.
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I read an article some time back that Sweden did clinical investigation into the explosion of Autism and found that 85% of

mothers with an Autistic child used a anti-depressant drug during the pregnancy.  This despite the fact that anti-depressants are

not supposed to be prescribed during pregnancy.  Not sure if that is a law in every  country but where ever it is it is being violated.

Anti-depressants alter brain chemistry in adults. What is does to a developing brain they won't say. But I believe I know.
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Your post is a story that needs to be heard. I homeschooled my son for a number of reasons but one was to avoid the regular

insistence of updates of vaccine doses. Long before Covid the Jesuit cabal in control of the medical system / media/ courts etc.

have been poisoning our children. I stopped my sons vaccines before the MMR but I’m positive that the early vaccines that

contain food proteins were responsible for his food allergies. It’s ridiculous that these psychopaths in control deny any

correlation with the ever increasing children with chronic illnesses, learning disabilities, autism, food allergies, etc. and the

vaccine schedule had about 5 doses in the 1960s to over 70 doses by 2020.

Also has disgusting, criminal and evil as Dr Fauci is he is a puppet player for the Jesuit controlled NWO others behind the curtain

are at higher levels. All Roads Lead to Rome. Vatican/ The Jesuit Order/ Black Pope. These people are keeping the masses who

beLIEve the virus narrative on the MSM in the dark. They are the illuminated ones with access to esoteric knowledge. We must

stay strong in the light and not consent to any of their tyranny.

www.longdom.org/open-access/evidence-that-food-proteins-in-vaccines-ca..
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yes, that is the worst thing. Parents not protecting their children, their children switching to hell, in near permanent pain or worse,

and the dumb parents telling the kid in hell to 'calm down, you're ennoying'. Instead of feeling the pain they allowed and recognize

the big mistake they made, they choose to side with big harma. And worse, defend big harma for providing them with expensive

pills to 'save' their child (just making the hell less obvious to outstanders). I do not understand why the kid is paying for the bad

parent's decision. I see bad parenting as the norm unfortunately. People who absolutely want to hook up their still healthy kids on

junk food, sugar, electronics, 'social' media, meds etc to be able to 'enjoy' the same as every other kid... But no, they don't let their

kids enjoy a natural fever to kill off a pathogen, to heal itself. They believe it's healthier to inject meningitis causing vax and then

reduce fever medically 'to help'.

I love kids, they are angels, pure source of goodness and honesty. And then that pureness gets screwed up by braindead parents.

It reminds me of the movie 'the emerald forest' where tommy/tommee is taken away from his parents by an indian in the amazon

forest, because the old indian couldn't bear the thought of tommee going back to that evil world of machines. It pissed me off as

a child (how could that indian do such a thing?) to understanding, almost agreeing later on, although it was a terrible thing. Still

(the parents grief) makes me sad (sacred bond), while usually the media justify the opposite story: taking the natives out of the

wild to 'enjoy' modern life. Kid abuse brings the red mist on me... it's one thing to be a murderer, it's another level of evil to harm

defenseless babies. Fausti must be bulletproof.
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deepdance1hotmail.com
Joined On 8/13/2021 3:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i believe that the deeper reason for child covid v's is to bring the next generation into the (digital) economic/personal information reset.

v passports will be the totalitarian ID for the control of society. this is all being done incrementally...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I so agree.
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Hayekfan
Joined On 1/14/2012 1:46:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccines, passports, social credit credit scores, access to school, job, business. 24/7 monitoring. If the vaccine doesn’t imprison

you by injury it will imprison you by having control over your information. Imagine what dictators and tyrants could have

accomplished with this technology. Since Nazi Germany, there have been efforts to “understand” obedience to authority (Stanley

Milgram) or to “understand” conformity and people going along to get along (Solomon Asch).  I think the powers that shouldn’t

be have perfected their understanding of why and how to get people to obey and conform. Fear is important.  When my son talks

to the believers of covid, he uses their fear.   One guy told him he just got his booster and my son said all surprised “Oh no! I

heard covid is now mostly affecting the vaccinated. It was on CNN. 70% of cases are in the vaccinated! I hope you’ll be ok!”
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These clot shots serve at least 3 purposes. 1. Thinning "the herd." 2. Get us into the NWO social credit currency system. 3. Trying

to modify humanity bit by bit into what the technocrats prefer to God's natural design. Human 2.0
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, me too, I agree, and it's to get us all accustomed to giving control of our lives and our children to the ohcials in charge.  Just

think, all middle class is wiped out, no stores for variety, just Amazon to shop at on line... so boring, we will lose interest in

everything, school won't teach much anymore, bet they ban books and no opportunity for personal gain.   They do believe we will

be happy with nothing as they see us as bugs, just an annoyance.  The shots will reduce births, so slowly they'll get rid of us.  

FIGHT for FREEDOM ~  DO NOT COMPLY LET'S GO BRANDON !!
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

could be called Fabian Communism. . .remember that the Pledge of Allegiance was penned by a Communist [Bellamy, 1892]
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed the Jesuit cabal is patient and plans years in advance. Incremental moves for sure. Much was done before the Covid

deception just most were to busy working the slave life in the matrix and not paying attention. Sadly many won’t have any

problem with the total surveillance state.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the children was their target all along imo. Imagine the reaction if they started with that.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

King Herod comes to mind. This is evil of biblical proportions. I Nnd it quite stunning that anyone could conceive of giving untested

vaccines (jabs) with uncertain future effects to any one under 18, let alone under 12. Particularly with regard to future fertility, let alone

long term health. There is only one answer to why? It has to be depopulation. The vaccination programme as it stands is harmful

without adding these bioweapons into the arsenal. Moreover, the worst of this is that it is clear that this "holy grail" for Comirnaty is

purely for commercial and proNt purposes. Iniquitous.
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Bigbetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

..And a message came out from Ceaserear...that all the world should be vaxxed..
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree with you about depopulation and making more money with people being vaxxed from cradle to grave.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe in the proNt argument, it's just an extra excuse behind which they hide, saying they 'need' it. As most know, big evil,

big weaponry = big pharma are the same or very close to big gov or any name or organisation behind which they hide and pull the

strings. (just to be clear, I'm very 'carthesian', brought up anti-religion by people who choose that as the scapegoat; just

mentioning it as some of my comments may seem religiously inspired, but that's just the honest conclusion of everything I've

ever studied passionately)

The 'money tokens' are just for the sheep/slaves who are 'educated' to make those in power look legit. No money tokens for the

real elite, they promote it anyway to make the masses believe money is the way, and to make them believe that they are 'just like

you' and that they 'earned' their all-smashing fortune. Don't let the lie smash you into slavery. Our actions are our wealth. I don't

believe in the depopulation agenda but admit there's lots that make it look it those days. I'm still convinced suffering is their

business. Throughout history, there have been cultures of sacriNce and I Nnd it hard to believe this was sheer stupidity as it was

(is) widespread and always (please correct me if wrong) with victims who can suffer a LOT.

Not with a willing old victim who out of goodness says 'I lived long enough and am willing to sacriNce myself for the sake of the

younger'. No, those sacriNce stories always involve helpless, terriNed defenseless victims. Animals can eat part of their offspring

too, there must be natural logic in that, it's not culture. Except for the most health motivated who could live long, historically

people in societies didn't live that long and had a life with a decent amount of suffering. It looks like the plan is to delete older

knowledgeable ones, to extract the max misery out of the masses. Who will know if there is no-one to tell that life is more than

dying after giving birth at 16 after a life of miser
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Pappioso
Joined On 12/16/2021 2:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will surely answer one day. Unless they repent and turn to the Lord they will have an eternity of regret for what they have

done.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Nnd in my experience, there are basically two types of people that give their kids this shot 1) those that are "low information

voter" types that believe that "public ohcials" are smart and have their best interests at heart because they WANT to believe

someone in "authority" cares about them...and 2) very academically intelligent people who refuse to look at facts because they

put their complete faith in "government" instead of putting  faith and giving worship to almighty God.....
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to deny an agenda, right?  Even if you want to believe this is very well intentioned (how Gates became our world medical

compass, God only knows!) the philosophy that we are saving more lives than we are killing is utterly mind blowing.  Especially

when you cut through the web of lies surrounding it!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do any on this thread realize the shots have lost most, if not all their meager (smoke and mirrors) 1% absolute risk effectiveness,

as the "targeted mRNA technology" was targeted to the wild or Wuhan version of the virus, long out of circulation. The shots

offered somewhat lower protection for Delta variant (so to speak) and are fairly useless for Omicron. So WHY oh WHY are were

still being barraged with a continuous stream of fearmongering and shot malarky from media outlets, govt agencies, state and

local ohcials? Why kids indeed! Protecting the teachers union?? Signs are pointing to omicron as overtaking and supplanting

Delta, and far milder. Here's a link to a recent update from Chris Martenson explaining how this new variant may be the last or

one of the last waves: "Omicron Deaths - A Surprising Number" - www.bitchute.com/.../WI1LYLgiTuD1  

Clipped from Below the posting: "Various world leaders, mainstream press outlets, and pharma companies are working hard to

whip up fear and anxiety about omicron. Are those negative emotions deserved? No, not in the slightest. Omicron spells the end

of the Covid misadventure. At least that’s what the data suggests at this time. That’s great news. For you and me. Not so much

for power and money-conyicted corporations and politicians who are rather attached to Covid being an endless and

mind-numbingly expensive affair. Omicron is explosively transmissive, that is quite true, but it is also incredibly mild compared to

past variants of concern. For most people it’s barely a cold, if that. Snizes, a headache, and some tiredness."...
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is evidence that there are different batches of the “vaccination” circulating around the country and probably the world,

pipblanc. I have references for this of course but not sure if references are allowed to be mentioned on this site.  It’s not rocket

science to see how depopulation could be achieved more slowly this way without arousing suspicion if the injection only affected

some, not others. Doh!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My brother couldn't wait to get his kids jabbed. He claimed it would save their lives. He hangs on Fauci's every word despite his

medical track record and character. Jay has always been a kind, intelligent, reasonable man. Till last year. He works closely with

big pharma and has a vested interest in everything they tell him being true. Waking up would force him to turn whistle blower,

realize he had been involved in shady deals long before 2020, and force him not just to give up all his fancy swank but probably

force him to go into hiding with his family. I think he knows this and chooses to stay ignorant and buy the media narrative.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My heart dr said is a fully tested vaccine over 40 years old.  How is that for indoctrination?  Surely they will all answer on

Judgement Day for their crimes against people.  they will not repent because they have fooled themselves into believing they are

right.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It takes as little as 1% of a population to create positive change, and I believe that if 100 million people underwent a personal

transformation in the direction of peace, harmony, laughter, love, kindness, and joy...the world would be transformed. Deepak Chopra.

This may sound like an impossible equation but if you take the rule of three, that each of us is connected to any one on the planet by a

degree of 3 people, then it is possible. I once played this game with my father and we managed everyone from Mrs Thatcher to the

Pope to the US president to a peasant in China to an Indian and so on. It was a fun game but has serious intent. Connection and

frequency are the way to change minds and minds change thoughts and thoughts create history. I am creating a personal programme to

outlive this pandemic and thrive. I shall survive and then I can help others. As Gandhi said “Be the change you want to see.”
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love your post pipblanc. It is full of hope and caring for other humans....thank you. I too, do my part to connect with other

like-minded souls and share the goodness that surrounds us. Peace and patience to all of you who come here to Mercola's site..it

is a true and special sanctuary.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true, Ghandi and what you've written here. Elon Musk's empire all started with vision. Dare to dream such that when enough of

us become the best version of ourselves we will be unstoppable. Rule of 3? How so? I thought the generally accepted Rule Of

Separation is 7.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed, pipblanc, echoing Vandana Shiva ‘s theme in her book “Oneness against the One Per Cent”. When feeling low, listen to

this from the 1970’s. https://youtu.be/mACqcZZwG0k
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe that only God can change the hearts and minds of people and that He does it through His word, the Bible.  When this

country allowed for Bible principles to be taken out of our schools, and everyday life it created the void that enabled the twisted

"principles" of Satan to subtly take over......therefore only God can and will Nx this
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon- this is on my happy playlist!  LOVE IT!  Of course, so is ABCDEFU ... hahahahhaha ... okay, what I was going to say is

also this one: www.youtube.com/watch
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh I love this pipblanc! The world is one, there's no need to change what nature is. Wherever you are from, you have evolved, from

the environment of your ancestors, and we still don't understand our pasts, let alone how natural forces will effect us. We don't

need the tampering of other people, who consider themselves elites. What do they identify with, besides money? Peace, love,

harmony, kindness laughter and joy, right back at you, pipblanc! There still are laws to be obeyed they can't deny, Laws of God, the

Universe and Nature. These laws have no bounds. " For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction." They have brought

it on themselves.
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JanetMar
Joined On 7/28/2018 10:37:10 AM
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Is there a group to connect with in regards to this pipblanc?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surviving is our greatest weapon.  How can they deny that we survived without their poisons?  That and our faith in God our

creator that He will see us through.
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scintilla1
Joined On 2/8/2008 4:50:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This started a good thread in the direction of believing in goodness, in life, and in our health through natural means. It's the

antidote to inculcated victimhood. The campaign to inyict biotech on everyone depends on this helplessness and fear.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There’s no pandemic. A planned worldwide mass deception through mind control aka media owned by those who have been

suppressed and banned many times since their creation in 1540 by Ignatius of Loyola. They are masters of deception inNltration

and manipulation so best to research the Jesuit Order and make the connections to who is running the Covid psychological
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and manipulation so best to research the Jesuit Order and make the connections to who is running the Covid psychological

operation. Many of the “famous” people you mentioned are media creations by those who write the history the masses are told

to beLIEve in.
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I think there is something a bit different than depopulation going on here. I believe depopulation is what the globalists like Gates want,

but Big Pharma is more about greed. Along with the outright billions the shot is making for them, I think they also want to create sick

people to sell even more drugs. If the clot shot creates injuries and depresses the immune system so cancer rates rise and dormant

diseases like Shingles “ wake up”, well, there are drugs and other vaccines for those, too, right? The clot shot is the gift that keeps on

giving for Big Pharma. Over and over and over.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a long-standing M.O. for vaccine manufacturers, whether by design or default, this describes what has been occurring

since the 1986 act, even earlier. "Safe and Effective" was coined for the roll out of the polio vaccines, it was 15 or so years later

these were found to be contaminated with S.V. 40 - the monkey virus that caused(es) cancer across a broad swath of the boomer

generation 20 to 30 years afterwards.
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Hello  For us common people, we may think Big Pharma is in for Greed.  However, look at the investment banks that are in the top

10 of these pharmaceutical companies: Black Rock, Vanguard, Statestreet, etc.  Those companies also owns shares in the

companies that Bill Gates owns as well.  Bill Gates is just a frontman that we see.  His father a pioneer in Eugenics in the US with

Planned Parenthood and experimenting on people.  Who funds and supports his father are the same people for directs Bill Gates

as the frontman.  

These dominant men owns most of the world through owning the central banks, media, Big Pharma, Big data, Big Tech, Wall

Street, the Medical and Military Industrial Complex, Communication, Education, Food Supply from growing to retailing and most

of the packaged foods and thus controls governments = countries = people.   These dominant men don’t need anymore money

as that is just a mechanism of trade.  They want total control/ownership of everything including land, business, industries,

medical, etc.  Just imagine you are planning MONOPOLY and someone else owns every street and utilities, It doesn’t matter how

much money you have, in due time it will go to that person who owns all the properties.

While these people are actively depopulating because we are seen as “Useless Eaters” consuming their resources, they are also

further decreasing our ability to Nght back by siphoning the money from us into their controlled Big Pharma. These people know

that the planet can not sustain the worlds population of such overbearing use of its resource and that the planet is imploding

which the population will eventually see and stop following any laws and orders.  So, they are fast acting now cajoling the people

to line up for their death jab.  They want to keep the planet as theirs and we are excess slaves that they do not need. They will

keep the leftover population and indoctrinate them and their children to become permanent slaves.
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I don't agree with Alex Jones on everything. But he talked about a "slow kill." A population full of crippled people unable to work

would help bring down the economy in a subtler way than a bunch of dead people. And PNzer could continue to milk them as they

get sicklier and sicklier. I remember in Covid-19 and the Great Reset, Klaus Schwab suggested that Bill Gates will give free food

to everyone as the "pandemic" keeps collapsing the economy. As long as they get every booster. Hmmm.
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rrealrose
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rensmith,  I suspect Alex has been on-target in his predictions more than we can see at any one time. I don't have time to follow

him that closely but ya cannot help but notice that he knows well in advance, what is possibly going to unfold. Adding to these

genetic shots, if things remain "as is" (whatever that means these days), we are only 10 years away to the time when it has been

repeatedly estimated that autism diagnosis will dominate 50% of the males from age 2 or 3 on...then again, considering many

young women may not be able to conceive if they or their partner have taken the shot, maybe this will be pushed to some future

date. Time will tell.
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I had shingles in 70's due to streess on the job.  Had them all over but unlike President Nixon, I worked every day.  No drugs to

treat it. just worked it out.  Since 2000 when oncologist jabbed me ( had Lymphoma thanks to Monsanto).  none of chemos

worked, 1 yeaqr after stopped and givn 3 months I went into remission, been there since.  since 2000 No vaccines of any kind

and healthy, now 81.  They have absolutely no concern for people, only their pocket and the millions in it.  How wonderful the

world will be for them without all the poor to mess it up.  But, they are esting the same food, drink the same water and breathing

same air as us, what will it do to them?  Maybe they eat organic, drink only Nltered water?
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Hi Dordee, hello REN and rrealrose, I just want to comment that Alex Jones is a fully supported controlled opposition and gate

keeper.  He does give half truths but should spin off the perpetrator to someone or something else. He does have a big platform

and hopefully the listeners who otherwise would not know about some of these information will get it from him but can

investigate on their own with other sources to learn the whole truth or at least be able to decide which parts are true and which is

a deyection/scapegoat/and red herring.
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Agreed of course many call this the “ slow kill” maximize proNts over time constant stream of new acute and chronically ill

people. But there are many agendas at play and have been planned by the NWO gang for years. They control the big tech industry

and we see moves of control there along with incremental moves to digital everything a surveillance state. Think of the book

1984.
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Publix & Walmart are making a lot of money off the shot.  So are Walgreens & CVS. It's not a vaccine; it's an experimental gene therapy,

and the deNnition of vaccine should not be different in Court to obliterate the protection from liability the pharma murderers are said to

enjoy .Dr. David Martin said the manufacturers are charged with keeping VAERS accurate, but have broken law by not doing so.
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Watch the MRCTV video and see what these evil bas**rds are up to.

ourpatriot.com/tv-commercial-shows-children-ask-santa-clause-for-vacci..   They can't even leave a child's Christmas alone. Consider

this.  In a biological experiment, it is common to have a control group.  We have been told that the vaxine is authorized for

EXPERIMENTAL use.  So, who is the control group?  Is it possible that certain states or groups are being targeted with different batches

of vaxine or placebo?   If you study history, you know it would not be the Nrst time something like that happened.  

This would explain why some parts of the country see high rates of adverse effects and others see relatively few.  With the electronic

record keeping system and trackable phone apps, it would be easy to monitor results. Do you depend on a person who has proven to

not be dependable? Do you trust someone who has shown himself to be untrustworthy?  Will you rely on those who align with the forces

of evil? There is no reliable data.  So much has been manipulated, hidden or falsiNed.  Therefore, you can only trust what you observe

and experience. This is your "science"--not what you are being told to believe.
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I like what Matthew 7:15 in the Bible says:  "And you shall know them by their fruits....a good tree cannot produce bad fruit and

likewise a bad tree cannot produce good fruit,....by their fruits you will know them"...   Says it all for me!
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Hello Almond, I try to convince others what you just said about trusting someone who is not trustworthy and believing in

someone who always lies.  It doesn’t seem to cross their minds because the conditioning is so deep that they dismiss this

rational thinking.   I would often ask if 2 people told you opposing information, who should you listen to.  1. Listen to the one who

doesn’t beneNt from you. 2. Listen to the one who may even lose their work, Reputation, or life over the information they’ve given

you. 3. Look at the track record of the person to see have that person lied and cheated before.

4. Question that persons motive and who he works for or represents.  5. If possible, look at the logical reasoning of their

information if you know about the Neld.   We have exposed and caught all the Lies spawning from Fauci since the inception of

Covid and RFK Jr. Has also exposed him during the Aids Crisis.  We look at his track record and the chronic diseases he is tasked

to reduce/eliminate has exploded The same can be said of Bill Gates.

We have also exposed the Media lying so many times and even creating fake news about the 1st Gulf War in a studio pretending

to be in Iraq.  So many false yags with Sandy hook, etc.  So much declassiNed information has came out from government and

can see MK Ultra, Operarion mockingbird, project Popeyes, etc.  Yet, the masses still believe the government and media lies and

that the government has their best interest in mind.  If lesser men are willing to kill for a few dollars, these dominant

men/Controllers are willing to genocide for bigger $$$ and aim about absolute control of all of us.
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I don't know if this has been mentioned in any recent posts, as I've had to do a lot of speed-reading-skimming, but a few wks. ago

 I heard how children in CA were being vaxxed without their parents' knowledge and advising kids not to divulge the information.

 My Nrst thought (besides the EVIL DEED this is) is how many parents, being oblivious to this, would end up taking their children

to get vaxxed and the littles were going to become victims of this horrible situation, no doubt suffering in the near or distant

future.
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HealthiestChoices... What if you don't know your kid got vaxed at school... they come home and say they are not feeling well (or

have a seizure)?  What if a parent puts a sick hid to bed early not realizing it may be a life-threatening adverse reaction?  A young

child may not understand all the implications if they have a severe allergy to vaxine ingredients.  Even if you warn them about

certain foods, they may not connect it to a socially-accepted therapy.
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Ken... Good points! I do not consider myself overly naive, but, I am shocked at the numbers of evil people who are crawling out of

the woodwork. I especially expect better from my countrymen. "To whom much has been given, much is expected." They say in

the news that Biden is going to give another speech Tuesday. I expect he will scorn the unvaxed again and blame them for many

of what are essentially his own failures. Passing the buck. All I know at this time is that it is going to get much worse. If we do

not stand together and resist, the situation will never improve. Take a few moments and consider what you want to see written in

your grandchildren's history books about this period of time we are living in.

I made a trip to town today. I don't know what it looks like in other parts of the country, but inventory in stores is pretty bleak here.

Fortunately, many local people have food options other than supermarkets for their sustenance. Each part of the country may

show different weaknesses and strengths. In some places, you may want to make sure your gas tanks are topped off. The

clothing in stores is so shoddy and expensive. Most of what is being sold will not make it thru the washing machine a second

time. I would not expect little children to stand outside and wait for the bus wearing the thin little jackets. Hand down clothing.

I prob spent a total of $10 for after Christmas sales, food and gift items--little worth buying. I saw a woman ahead of me in the

checkout lane spend more on a modest prime rib roast than we spent on our entire Christmas! I decided we should try for 2 deer

next year and make smoked sausage as gifts--that, and wine. People are going to need food, esp. meat, and I don't expect there

will be much worth buying. If for some reason you have not read the writing on the wall and are unprepped, do what you still can.

DeNnitely plant a garden and Ngure out how you will (economically) preserve food!!! Do not leave your family dependent.
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Almond~    Exactly~! These people are SO EVIL!  I remember a few short yrs. ago when no one was even allowed to administer

an aspirin to a child in school.  How times have changed!  And for awhile now, in some states, it's legal for a school nurse to take

your underage, pregnant teenage daughter for an abortion without informing the parents. This can also have life-threatening

results that have happened on occasion from complications due to excessive bleeding, uterine perforation and more, including

serious long-term side effects . I only know if I were the parent of a child today, they would never see the inside of a public

school. Sometimes it almost seems like we're living in the Twilight Zone.
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Thank you Almond, Surely we need to able to have sustenance in the event of a lock down and the break if the supply chain.  My

belief is the orchestrated outcome is even more dire than anyone of us can imagine.  Just picture a world like the movie Mad

Max but 10 folds.  Most of us will be lucky to grow and store enough food to feed ourselves for a few months.  We deNnitely need

water and each person needs a gallon a day of drinking water.   Ultimately, we need our habitat and environment to survive.  If the

controllers turn off the rain to create droughts, or yoods the area, or chemically cool down the area with snow, then their is only

so much the population can do to forage/store food.  

These controller do have the ability to control the weather and the big counties are all involved in it.   We don’t need to spend

outside our means but we do need to have an environment that can feed us and keep us safe from the elements.  I’m concern

that the habitable environment is shrinking at such an accelerated paste that within the next few years we will see the chaos

unravel. The controllers know this and that is why they are speeding up their depopulation and New World Order Agenda.  Sorry

to sound so gloomy, I hope every enough the Holidays.
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Ken and all... As for water... if you draw out of a stream, beware of seasonal changes that may affect water quality in your

area--also wildlife.  Giardiasis.  Tannin and brown water in fall if enough leaves fall into it.  Livestock near a stream.  Possibly

toxins coming in thru underground streams or run-off from chemicals applied to Nelds.  Etc.. If a deep well, make sure you have a

means to pump water without electricity.  it takes a lot of energy to bring it to the surface.  Shallower wells may accomodate a

hand pump, but may also have more risk of contamination. I believe good, clean, well-mineralized water from deep in the

earth--or glacial ruin-off--has the best energy. A well-stocked wine cellar does no harm, either.  ;-)
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Thank you for the advice on water Almond.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is ridiculous to believe anything coming out of criminal govt. bullshit artists, their moronic media and amalgamated

monopolies....There is always a hidden agenda, and it's bad for you....We know the game so it's pointless to ruminate over the rules they

make or wait for a crooked justice system to provide justice.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of your referenced authorities, including those in Congress are invested and proNting from the pandemic, one reason why

no one wants to see it end! Meanwhile, this showed up recently: "Second call to WHO: Please, don't vaccinate against Omicron. |

Dr. Geert Vanden-Bossche" - www.bitchute.com/.../L7wav7w38cUK   Its not subtle: what Geert is suggesting is a way to continue

this virus "thing", by eliminating means for more people to sterilize the virus. Its the root of why we had a 12-14 month virus stick

around, past 18 months, even a few more months longer by my guess.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have our two friends Relative Risk & Absolute risk, along with no context, just wild crazy numbers called - Science. Mr.

Fraudci/Gates/Big Pharma marketing science. *" The reason to mandate the COVID shot for children is to evade liability for injuries,

because once a vaccine is on the childhood vaccination schedule, vaccine makers have immunity against lawsuits for injuries. I put

[state of] emergency and [treatment] alternatives in red, because those are two of the things they have a stranglehold on; those are

things they are guarding like crazy."* Sick. Sick foundation for a sick, non-healthcare system.

*"every variant coming out, they have to make it sound super scary to keep the emergency going. So, the variants serve a purpose. You

have to think about these variants in the context of this crime, where they have to keep the emergency going to keep their products on

the market."* This why it was chosen, Corona's constantly change & usually drift into ever milder versions. With each & every change,

big or small, the machine pumps out fear porn.

young men with heart inyammation with 300 athletes have died or collapsed on the Neld, & children in schools have died of heart

attacks. ??? Sick, sick, sick. * "Every medical intervention is a risk beneNt equation, & it doesn't calculate for kids at all. They should

never be getting COVID shots. The shots don't prevent transmission. They don't prevent cases. They don't prevent hospitalization or

death.”* Says it all doesn't it? They know resistance to the Jab/s is well over 40% according to some Legacy Media, a bit stiffer than the

usual 1 or 2% needed to push an issue one way or another. The Emergency Use Authorization has to go, Omicron by all appearances is

Creations Vaccine, mild to no symptoms and racing through a population, you know like years past.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are there people who are reluctant to call a spade a spade when it comes to discussing the origins of Deep State intentions to

depopulate much of the world?  "Oh, it appears like DS may have ulterior motives".  Hello!!  Are  you there?"After 2 years of Sturm und

Drang, why are people giving DS the beneNt of the doubt? Harken back to the days when Australia and Austria were free countries.

 Where are they today? Is California under Newsom looking to duplicate Australian totalitarianism? How about replacing slimy Cuomo in

the governorship of NY? Will he ever be tried for actual murder by Covid which he deserves as he conscripted seniors from hospitals to

convalescent homes where thousands up and died? We are either going to commit some lives to the battles looming on the horizon or

we are lost, destroyed, never to be free again. But, for crying out loud, let's Nnally admit we are being hunted like game animals and

unless we Nght back, it's over.
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catladyjan
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Because many people simply cannot fathom that there is REAL EVIL existing today and cannot face that their own "wonderful"

government would actually conspire to kill them, sort of like the denial the Jews had when the *** started their campaign against

them....very subtle and with lies at Nrst......
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Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

catlady says; "Because many people simply cannot fathom that there is REAL EVIL existing today and cannot face that their own

"wonderful" government would actually conspire to kill them, sort of like the denial the Jews had when the *** started their

campaign against them....very subtle and with lies at Nrst......" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Nrst part of your comment is spot on. The second part, the denial part ... is for the people of today who have been

brainwashed to believe the complete inversion of the Truth. Sounds too familiar, doesn't it... and THAT part of his-story was not

exempt from the evil liars who create ohcial stories to dumb down the masses. People were duped about THAT just as they are

now. Let us begin with the purposeful omission of March 24, 1933. If people knew the TRUTH about THAT era, we would not be

where we are today.
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Lillytilly, I know about that March 1933 headline in the London times… Seems the group behind that were also behind the creature

from Jekyll island (federal reserve) and many other steps toward global tyranny.
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Also the truth is too terrifying, Catladyjan.
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Ken_Learner
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s called Political Correctness.  People are so afraid be being labelled that they can’t speak their mind.  Free speech is being

curtailed because of the speaker being ostracised as a Racist, Bigot, Conspiracy Theorist, Flat Earther, etc.   It is coming to the

point people will call a Spade “an African Color Suit in a deck of playing cards” instead of a Black Suit.  This is how far the PC has

come.  The media controlled the narrative and using worlds that push their agendas. Vaccine Hesitancy - Freedom not to Inject

Poison. unvaxxed - mindful people who want to leave Mandate - forced the people to voluntarily killing themselves.

Vaccines- experimental dna alternating kill shots. Boosters - continued dependence on Big Pharma to live All the variants -

scripted Fear Mongering to depopulate Pandemic - orchestrated Planning of normal yu/inyuenza/pneumonia to allow the

takeover by big brother and start the real PLANDEMIC of death jab Side Effects- know and intended consequence of the Jab for

depopulation  Social Distancing - ability to track each individual and removal of gathering and protest Face mask - force

compliance and conditioning to submit to big brother  The list is on and on.  If we change the words that we use to describe our

situation, we can really see and call a SPADE a SPADE.
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People are reluctant because to call them out for their crimes against humanity would be admitting they are fools, easy to

deceive.  Looking at "big game hunters history" they have Nnally run out of exciting game to hunt, no challenge so now they are

hunting humans.  Just who are these Big game hunters?  those who can afford $30 and up to hunt.
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Ken_Learner
Joined On 12/16/2021 4:57:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are right Dordee, People need to understand freedom is not free and everyone needs to join the battle against tyranny and

these psychopaths.  We have been conditioned and indoctrinated from cradle to grave but with the Covid Scamdemic, I hope the

population can Nnally wake up from their psychosis and this is the Catalyst for change. If the line is not drawn now, we may as

well renounce all of our possessions and shackle ourselves to eternal servitude.
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, just like I've been saying on here for ages....all my problems came after a series of vaccines.  At 16 years old I was given 3 or 4

different shots and I don't even remember what they were. These were given at my yearly physical in order to "enter" into High School,

even back then they told us these were "REQUIRED"  (I'm 43 now)  Within a month I came down with MONO, within 6 months i was

diagnosed with HYPER/HYPO thyroid and within a year I became overweight, which is now what I realized something called

"LYMPHEDEMA"  ~ Those vaccines destroyed my whole life, I am now stuck in a mountain of a fat disNgured body with a skinny face

and a skinny waist and tiny hands and feet, and big huge arms and legs and its something that diet, exercise and detox can't seem to

correct.  I am FUCKED. What a shitty quality of life , I mean can you imagine ?   ~Vaccines have ALWAYS been poison and have always

been meant to harm us...all of them with no exceptions!
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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I hear you!  They wanted to give me radioactive iodine to kill mine, and then remove it so I'd have to be on a pill for the rest of my

life.  Um - no thank you.  I'm sorry for this for you - I wish I had a detox for you.  Or did they remove it?  See, I still don't understand

where the accountability is for vaccine injury.  You injured me, you Nx me!    There's no accountability.  When you go in, you have

no idea who will bill you for what .. I'm still paying on things I had no idea would be my responsibility.  This year I said - no more.

 I'm done with it.  In four days the year will be over... so short of tripping and falling LOL I will have skated through the year

without one f'ing visit to that insane industry.  Buh bye!  You know?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I feel for you.  A friend has this, about your age.  Prayers for your healing.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi, sorry for your issues but many of us on 'alternative' health sites have trodden that path. There is no competition of who has

lost most. When I was at my most sick I felt like I had the monopoly of misery, although rationally I knew that was not the case at

all. Some illnesses take on average 20 years to be diagnosed correctly. That is assuming you survive the 20 years of being

shamed. As when you don't Nt in regular 'doctors' model, they basically blame you for their incompetence. Or medicate you to

death.

At one time I would have been very glad to be diagnosed with cancer and felt jealous of people in a wheelchair because they got

recognition and besides their visible problems, they looked Nne (in my illness tainted eyes). Most important is feeling healthy and

appreciating what you (still) have. Some fall uncontrollably asleep, some feel sick, some have zero energy (imagine the impact

on any relationship of never feeling well, which roughly equates never smiling). I think most of them would be happy to switch

that with partially imperfect aesthetics, which you can even hide in daily life. You look good, isn't that suhcient? Stay away from

magazines showing 'perfect' humans, most of them are not real and don't have a great life either. Millionaires and fashion models

commit suicide too.

You don't have true friends or a good relationship because of looks. It's through effort, as with everything, no shortcuts. Being

healthy and the people you love being healthy is the most important. Give it more time, the body is made to heal itself, that's all it

wants to do, even when damaged. Keep searching and experimenting (keep a full diary of: health food activities sleeping

schedule meds etc.) and you're on the path to better. Also stay wary of fads and propaganda (and obviously vax) to not fall in the

next trap (I fell for required vax +10 years ago and didn't understand why illness came back after all my efforts).
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There is a way for this to fail. It can fail if the dangers of and damage to children is exposed. We need to be diligent documenting,

studying, and highlighting the damage done to children by these vaccines.  Unfortunately, our current medical bureaucracies, corporate,

governmental, and media are all working hard to discount and depress such information. Vaccine injuries and deaths are systematically

ignored.
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Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM
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so you don't think it would be a good idea to make vaccinators fear for their lives if they continue what they're doing?
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Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM
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Because Big Pharma is the largest donor to political campaigns on both sides in this country as well as the biggest

lobby.....therefore our government "representatives" have turned a blind eye....
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As they have done with childhood vaccination injuries.  Fauci knows how to hide it, so does the CDC (in the case of William

Thompson) .. I'm still waiting for this information to blow the doors open.  Doctors have come forward all over and are still be

suppressed.  The blood information, what doctors are Nnding wrong in our blood after the shots - doesn't that speak volumes?

 Still, crickets :(
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le_berger_des_photons: if, by "vaccinators" you mean the nurses who administer vaccines, I see them as innocent victims. They

shouldn't be put in the position they are in - even though many believe they are serving their people and their governments. If you

mean the people developing and marketing vaccines by twisting the system to their Nnancial goals - I think some of them already

have considerable fear. We need to raise the temperature. Those in the middle ground, our local politicians (and usually

opposition members as well) can only be considered partly innocent.

The higher we go in government and corporations involved, the more guilt we will Nnd - but at the same time, the more dihcult

proof becomes. There are, of course, organizations like the FDA and the CDC that are guilty, guilty, guilty. But what about the

Mayo Clinic, and many other "reputable medical organizations" that blatantly claim (quoting the Mayo Clinic) " Treatment is

aimed at relieving symptoms and includes rest, yuid intake and pain relievers." and propaganda like " Ivermectin isn't a drug for

treating viruses and the FDA hasn’t approved use of this drug to treat or prevent COVID-19. Taking large doses of this drug can

cause serious harm. Don't use medications intended for animals on yourself." while ignoring common knowledge.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
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I'm writing a pamphlet to distribute locally. We need a grass roots movement to get kids OUT of these abusive state schools by

providing alternatives and--where the state allows-- drastically defund the schools. Removing 50-70% of the kids would allow us

to vote for severely cutting the budget in my state. Getting more of these lazy, abusive cows Nred. Yay!
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Ken_Learner
Joined On 12/16/2021 4:57:16 PM
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We need to start local militias to protect ourselves Nrst, we need to have the police and sheriffs don’t carry out the orders and

speak out to the local business to follow the ridiculous mandates of only allowing the vaccinated to get in.   We need to show

solidarity by posting on the business that all people are allowed.  We need to boycott the big chain retailers that are controlled by

the same people who controls Big Pharma.   We need to hold the actors in this theatre, the faces the population sees, Fauci,

Gates, all those CEOs and Directors, etc. under citizens arrest.  We need to broadcast this worldwide.  We need to hold a trial that

is broadcast to the world like the OJ Simpson trial.  

Once, these faces receive extreme sentencing including death, then the other tiers of followers, such as media talking heads,

directors of “Mayo Clinic,” etc. will either choose to continue peddling the lies or expose it to protect themselves from

prosecution.   At this time the doctors, nurses, and medical staff involved in the jab and treatment either through coercion or

false belief of its ehcacy will switch sides with the population to fall under.  Anyone one the fence will also have a population to

fall under.  The hypnotised believers of the jab will then have a countering perspective from Respected Authoritative Sources,

multitude of Whistle Blowers and can Nnally led to see the truth.  

When this happens we can use this to restructure all the laws and policies, and government to adhere to the people.  The

population can be taught from Childhood to spot tyranny and speak up and to have vigilance.  We can develop and a system of

governance that will not be in the hands of the controller.   I hope this makes sense to the readers of this comment.  I hope the

day will come when this orchestrated depopulation will end and the population will awake and take control of their own lives

instead of having political talking heads make all the decisions for them.
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Ken and all... It is important to elect strongly constitutional sheriffs.  Some of the best examples I have seen is where the sheriff

regularly conducts classes and trains posse volunteers.  There are often long waiting lists to get into these classes.  Drills allow

the sheriff to get to know each student and assess their capabilities. My preference is to network with farmers, veterans and

outNtters.  Any town or city hoping to survive needs to have some kind of police or military force to protect the farms.  It should

also be made known that no goods will be conNscated--people will be allowed to keep their prepping supplies.  Not too much of a

problem in areas where people are experienced at Nrearms and most people have returned to producing their own food.  This has

been my contribution, helping people share heirloom seed and garden--now involving about 50% of households.  Food security

promotes a stable society.

None of us is going to have all the money, resources, skills and knowledge to do everything we will need.  It is important to create

our own alternative societies and economic systems.  We can learn from the depression when some towns issued "scrip" as all

or part of wages that allowed a person to buy necessities locally.  This is only one example.  For the most part, we will just have

to accept that there are prob many things we will do without.  Ask your grandparents and great grandparents how they survived

the depression and got by. BTW, I am hearing a lot about people concerned about toilet paper shortages.  Keep in mind that

alternatives will prob not be yushable and your bidet may not function without electricity for running water.  One solution is to

scavenge all those pulp phone books that come out at the same time of year that many people discard.  Sometimes, you can Nnd

whole stacks of them at public buildings such as post ohces or libraries.  Crumple a page up a few times to soften it.
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I woke up thinking about the hundreds of yight cancelations because of sick pilots.  And as we know, many boycotted the shot.  So is

this real, or is something else brewing and they're walking again - but it's not being made to look that way by media?  I mean, they did

warn about it back in Sept abcnews.go.com/Politics/pilots-warn-vaccine-mandate-holiday-travel-cha..  Then I was reading about the

100% vaccinated crew on board the USS ilwaukeewww.smobserved.com/story/2021/12/25/news/100-percent-vaccinated-crew-o..  I

was thinking about Dr. Zalewski and what ifs...What if this wasn't about a mass vaccination against covid program - because we know

it's highly treatable - so on here, alot of us are like - WHY?  So what if it is about the hydrogel and nanoparticles that are "highly tunable

and multifunctional" (this is what is being said about these novel superstructures that are gaining popularity in biomedical research.)  

www.lehigh.edu/.../emn.html  and getting them into each person.

We know from blood panels (the AIDS type testing) what this is doing to the inside the body. We know now what happens when it

warms.  We know "it's" not in every vial.  But what IS in every vial? So there's obviously a mass culling going on.  It's going to come in

waves and stages, they've got to keep it going.  We have a weird mandate on something created in a lab that's actually highly treatable if

you do something about it (and NOT remdesivir and ventilators!)  We have comirnaty which has made the masses who received the vax

all fuzzy inside thinking that's pretty much what they got - even though now we see that is one big lie.   Oh - and we have illegals and

they don't have to have the vax. I want to go somewhere and be an illegal who doesn't have the "privilege" of being vaxxed.  Or is the

USA the only country doing this? So when you put it altogether, what have you really got
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Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM
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The Airline Journal wrote in their In Memoriam column that there was 1 death in 2019; 6 deaths in 2020 and over 111 deaths

between January and September 2021, after the jab that so many fell for in hope of keeping their 'job'

(www.alpa.org/.../air-line-pilot-magazine  ).  And there is SO much in the medical journals and DARPA about EMFs, nano,

quantum dots & hydrogels, behavior modiNcation ("You'll own nothing and be happy..." Sound familiar?), geoengineering (if they

drop this stuff out of airplanes, how do we escape that?) As a biologist, I am increasingly wondering what to do to protect

humanity from this insanity. And yes, Gates has numerous times indicated that he thinks humanity needs to be culled (but OK for

him to sire his three little eugenists to carry on his father's and their grandfather's  legacy (Read any one of many articles by

James Corbett www.corbettreport.com  ).

Twenty years I thought David Icke was a crazy man. Now I understand he was way ahead of the game the world leaders are

playing. And who knows, maybe there is an agreement between world leaders and the 'aliens' ! This freaking planet has gone off

the deep end. Pipblanc, yes, I do believe we can change the tide (Chopra and others, including Gandhi (plz spell his name

correctly!)) Because quantum physics does support energy work on a universal level (David Bohm, Jude Currivan, Amit Goswami,

Beverley Rubrik, Gary Schwartz, and so many contemporary scientists). So yes...regardless of seemingly insurmountable BS,

pray, meditate and raise the planetary vibration. I think this community is awesome: Reading the comments is often as

worthwhile as reading the articles! Namaste
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San5129, I'm not sure how "consciousness" raising will change anything. Is it supposed to stop the mass hysteria so people quit

going along with this stuff? I'm really curious. I believe in prayer and atheists mock me for that BTW.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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There's a plan in USA's Biden administration to grant a green card to undocumented immigrants ("illegals") if they get

"vaccinated."  New York City has a plan for their non-citizen residents to vote in local elections.              

www.passright.com/vaccination-for-green-card-holders        

 documentedny.com/2021/12/10/city-council-passes-bill-to-let-noncitizen..
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Joined On 7/14/2015 11:14:53 AM
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Air surfer, you say you don’t believe in the depopulation agenda, well I saw Snake Gates say “if we have a good vaccination program, we

can lower the earths population by half”. If that is not a depopulation agenda I don’t know what is.
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Right??? Not only that but constantly burps it out in interviews and giggles.
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Juststeve, Bill Gates makes the cartoon character Mr. Burns off The Simpsons look like a realistic and subtle villain by contrast.

Amazing how people are so eager to let him put his junk in them. Usually those who praise him most haven't watched many

videos of him. Especially that "pandemic response drill" from December 2019.
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Gates meaning is not to outright kill people, it's to lower birth rate though sterilization.
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Hello Everyone, This is absolutely about depopulation.  We are the “Useless Eaters” that are overconsuming their planets

resource.  That’s what they think about.  They know the planet can not keep on supporting our consumption and the planet is

imploding.  Before their illusion will disappear and the people will not obey the laws and orders anymore when there is not

enough food to go around, they are speeding up the depopulation process.  They Elite/Controllers don’t need 7+ Billion slaves to

serve them and we are an increase liability so they have hatched this diabolical scheme to kill off the vast majority of the people

and spin it off due to a virus or people dying of other medical causes like heart attacks, respiratory disease, etc.

People will not blame the jabs if the death happens 1-3 years after the jab.  They will not make that connection and thus will not

have a manhunt for the heads of the perpetrator.  The only problem now, is that they shots are killing immediately and people are

seeing the correlation(euphemism for causation). The sooner population sees that the Elites/Controllers along with their bought

and paid for government and totalled owned Propaganda Media, and their intimated/bought off Doctors are all involved the

sooner that they can see the these Controllers has brought WAR to the them and all of humanity.  The people will need to accept

this reality and be prepared to Nght instead of praying a superhero/deity will save them or pass the the Nght to someone else.

 Everyone needs to Nght their own battles and in this particular situation, it is a battle for everyone collectively. It is for humanity

and the children and future generations.
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Dordee
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But, my ex friend thinks he is a wonderful man, done so much for us, sits at right hand og God is so wonderful.  I have shaken the

dust from my feet, she is lost to stupidity.
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hi oak, I don't take BG words as gospel (he mentioned 5-10%, not that that changes anything), imo he is not the master of evil,

just the public face of it now (c'mon, all the snake politicians/newsanchors on tv). I don't think some evil minion with hidden

plans would state it in interviews. Successful manipulators are on both sides of the story (just like weaponizers and Nnancers

who deliver to both sides so they can harm each other without ever harming the real evil instigator), control and distract from the

true story.

I agree, times are strange, it's all so public now, people censor their own speech and thoughts to be politically 'correct', while at

the same time allowing 'philanthropists' talk about mass murder in barely concealed terms. That barely concealed is on purpose

so all those who are not zombieNed yet can take measures. People make wrong choices everyday, even when the packaging says

it's poison. I care about truth and choice and consider choice an unalienable right. But if it was only about depopulation they

could do a lot more and a lot quicker and the masses would be none the wiser. People seem to think information is a given. If the

real elite decides tomorrow to wipe us out, it will be quick.

To me it seems obvious that is not their goal. They have an immense arsenal in every aspect of our life and control it way more

than what propaganda says. There must be something unique to humans to justify keeping us. What's the point of making a child

suffer besides evil, it's not like it's a dissenter yet. I wish there was just one lunatic, but the ones doing the actual harm are the

masses. The reason this holistic site is alternative is because the masses don't care. We are heading towards self destruction.

I'm not going to risk my life for the 95% (?) percent that don't care about truth/love/life (and who'd forcefully make us conform

even if it means death). Not at all. Only for the 5% (insert whichever number seems accurate) who care.
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hey oak, could you post the link to that vid where he says that? As what I post on social media only shows him stating 'if we do a

good job, we will reduce population by 10%' (I posted so many vids in which he appears, can't Nnd it now, I think it was the one

with Vandana Shiva regarding his vaxes in india). 50% might be an even harder wakeup call. I just checked and odysee is full with

vids about BG and depop.

Anyway, our individual interpretations don't matter that much at the moment, we must unite and not Nght ourselves if we don't

agree on everything. I mention this as little as possible (don't feed the enemy) but during protests.. some idiots make a shame of

it by Nghting amongst each other over details or bad communication which only discredits the whole thing... (protests are not a

statement of 100% written in stone facts, but a line of communication between those in the know who care to share and public

who are undecided and still open minded enough for communication).

Maybe, just maybe, the minion BG has his quota of souls and wants to stop it there. But the evil elites are known for their taste

for little ones, I doubt that changed. They might be different minions with each their own agenda. With all the snake politicians

and tv collaborators who jump on the bandwagon it's obvious there's more to it than BG agenda. All that suffering could be left

out of the equation if it was only about bodycount.

A bogus catastrophe with bogus coverage, bogus war, 'accidental' nuking, alien attack, whatever, they could kill lots and make us

believe all is good now and live happy and healthy afterwards. Now stress and suffering seem to be the goal. I heard grocery

stores could only provide for 3 days if supply stops. That is a threat that is best left as a threat, as without food it would be

revolution in a week. Power is all about threats, potential, to force into slavery. Far more effective than killing of the slaves. That's

my conclusion, regardless of BG's speech.
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It's the fertility, stupid. Land use, showing we are running out of arable land without burning more forests: i.imgur.com/nrQUArk.jpeg  

The astounding number of ships at sea: i.imgur.com/BL8zBgk.png   Example of overpopulation: i.imgur.com/c6xArpo.png   Darting

horses: i.imgur.com/3OrESVG.png   The latter is gonacon, an immunocontraceptive utilizing the immune system against conception on

mammals, both male and female "Of the around 55,000 [...] ships trading internationally," some 27,000 were cargo as of January 1, 2021

Others are gas/oil & chemicals. Scenario: Elites were invited several at a time to a $500 billion yacht off Malta and given a presentation

of their vision for planet earth, the standard of living in all nations raised to become like USA.

Only one problem, even merely getting cell phones into the hands of all people right now is up against resource limits, mining, copper to

run electricity everywhere, plus vehicles, homes, stores, workplaces and factories to be built. Therefore a dial they can use to adjust

fertility levels of any given region is the only hurdle, and perpetual pandemics like the war against terror provides the method to get the

contraceptive regulator into all people. Edge testing results in some crippling and death but peaked in late March 2020. There are

237,328 new consumers per day according to UN Ngures. (unfpa)

The reason elites can grin while demanding everyone get jabbed is they fully believe they are a valued member of the top elite team

creating that glorious new world, saviors of the planet and have been promised reward for it, knowing that no one is the wiser (which

they Nnd really funny so they have to strain to hold back their laughter at us). Only way to explain it. Don't get angry, get data: Gonacon
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no different from NAZI elite in Germany in 1930s. BUT, to tell the truth, the ONLY overpopulated country is INDIA. And this is what

really Bill Gates is targeting. He never used the word "de-populate" or "reduce population". He says "to control birth rate and

fertility".
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the real elite is a real elite. They are not zombies like the masses but with lots of money more. They are different, 'better'

(arguably, like better at planning ahead, I can't really say better at cruelty as that is hardly lacking amongst the masses) and

hardly qualify as 'humans' for reasons of being too different. They live in another world, have other goals etc, they are not

descendents of the masses. In short, they are way ahead in many ways, have other technology and medecine that works against

nearly every ailment of the masses, just think science-Nction.

The masses seem to think the elite is at their service and that all technology and all knowledge is 'their right to know', basically

that the elite should be benevolent and at their service free of charge (they have obviously been 'educated' to believe this, but a

sense of logic would quickly expose this nonsense). In all logic, it is the opposite. They have every single bit of medicine to

protect themselves from the jabs, the 'normal' jabs, pollution, emf's etc.I agree the breeders ennoy me, I mean 9 out of 10 kids are

accidents, unwanted, not planned, not cared for, not really loved. I'd gladly applause good parents who genuinely love and defend

their children, it's just so rare. Here I am again with my conclusion of misery business. I mean, if you wanted less of the masses,

more death to offset all their pollution.

Wouldn't it be MUCH more healthy to preserve the earth's resources, to not give them all that technology in the Nrst place (they

would be none the wiser) and to create another culture where a beautiful 'healthy' death is promoted? (instead of death as a

boogeyman)There's just so many ways to decrease population, why does it have to be so sinister as now? Ok, a little pain

stimulates the brain but still. You could create smaller healthier masses, in short, consider yourself the pet breeder, would you

rather breed illness, or a thing of beauty? Unless you consider illness/misery beauty?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The yacht is called “The Maltese Falcon” fully automated and capable of being sailed by one person, press a button and a sail

unfurles, press another and the anchor is raised, press the starter button and the engine spring to life. Where did Bazos get his

billion? It is sure he didn’t make it from his business enterprises.
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Interesting Gary Gonacon a sterilization vaccine used on animals.  I must agree with you sterilization of 60% of the population

was the number sir John bell mentioned for the vaccine to be effective. www.youtube.com/watch
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Airsurfer: One word. YUCK.
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One way is not wasteful consumption of earth resources to preserve what we have.  We don’t need to depopulate, just don’t live

off some of the luxury’s of modern society.   Populations can still expend energy to create more energy that that they need to

consume.  However, we have passed the expend energy part to fossil fuels while simultaneously over consume and have

wasteful consumption.  The USA is 5% of the worlds population but consumes 25% of the worlds resource.  If either China or

India consumes like The USA there will be nothing left for anyone else.  

The Elites/Controllers owns or inyuence almost every nation and industry and see the planet as theirs so we are only the

inhabitants that are meant to be their slaves.  They do not need or even want 7+Billion slaves.  The population is an increase

liability and may be a threat if they can’t be controlled.  So they want to kill off vast majority of the population. Just imagine for

yourself, if you have everything you ever want in life, Money, Fame, Reputation, Family, all the material goods, any access to

people and places, ideas, and business that you want; what do you think about everyday when you wake up?  I will guess you will

think about how to preserve your money, power, and control.  

You will think about how to wield even more power and control and to do that you must lower the populations power and control

by decreasing their wealth, private ownership, and make them dependent on you for all access that they need such as food,

water, medicine. Etc.  By having the masses not be self sustainable and not having private ownership, they will slaves forever and

thus granting you absolute and total Control and Power.  The next thing you will think about is how to pass on the

money/power/wealth to your lineage and how to keep the population as slaves; by indoctrinating them, by monitoring them 24/7

w a chip in their body, and by dumbing them down and using meds to keep them down.
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Is this not the closest thing one can get to the ideal depopulation plan?   It's absolutely insidious, and is driven by the false belief

in vaccines.  Most people have an unshakable belief that anything called a "vaccine" is going to save lives, and no amount factual

evidence will change that.  And there are underlings at many levels to throw under the bus when the pigeons come home to

roost.
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Indeed get angry and Nnd out who these elites are. I have and it’s clear that it’s large network planning and plotting for years

behind the world wars, 9/11, shooting events, Covid19 which came 19 years after 9/11. 19 the Chaos number for the cabal in

control. “They” are the Jesuit Order at the tip of the spear working at the behest of the Roman Catholic Church/ Vatican along

with Freemasons and other secret societies which have been meddling and ruling over populations for hundreds of years. They

tap into ancient knowledge and follow Kabbalah the dark side of it. They are true evil satanic and have a cruel dark history. Do the

research and know the NWO is an old world order. We must end their rule to be free from their grip on humanity.
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The "REAL" reason for mandating the lethal injection to infants/children/adults Is simple & obvious Global genocide by goverments &

corporations  Death by democide in previous century #1 killer
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Also STERILIZATION.
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I repost: the jabs not being experimental, they know which misery they are injecting, they're just testing on large scale which is most

ehcient in creating misery. Death is an acceptable side-effect of the tests, they need to cross the line to know where the line lies. But

it's not a goal in itself, as it wastes the production of misery (of course it creates misery in the lovers around; thus it is more ehcient to

'waste' a family person than a single loner). The bloody guidestones are BS, just propaganda to scare people who don't look it up and

think it's an ancient prophecy! There is never enough souls to make suffer, depopulation is another level of smoke. They take whatever

they want anyway, more layers of population removes even more power from a single individual.

There is and never will be any shortage of money because money does NOT exist, it is printed by those in power. Now it's being digitally

made so even less checkable by the masses. To justify transforming the masses (through you own propaganda laden 'educational'

system) into slaves you convince them they are in debt. Just look at nature, is there, in 2021, any lack of food? No, not at all. I think it

will be a very long time before any animal or mankind cannot Nnd anything to eat anymore.

As long as you can poop, food can grow. Food is just conversion of one food into another. It's a closed system, no losses into some

imaginary black hole. People don't see all the food right in front of them as they have no knowledge of what is eatable besides what

they see packaged in the supermarket (obviously slightly different in mega cities but those are a tiny minority on worldscale). The

transhumanism is to lock you into your body, a hell you cannot get out. The younger you are, the more intense you suffer (you produce

lots more suffering in a given timeframe than an oldie), hence they Nnally get at where they wanted to, the kids. They just had to gain

acceptance in the most expendable groups 1st.
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A Christmas gift that lay unopened; but maybe now sunlight will give this real life:

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-25-top-public-health-Ngures-accused-of-ge..
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Isn't that court controlled by the bad guys?
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www.docdroid.com/.../icc-complaint-7-1-pdf   International Criminal Court document, 6 Dec 2021, Indictment of named perpetrators for

violations of the Nuremberg Code, crimes against humanity, war crimes and crimes of aggression in the UK, but not limited to

individuals in these countries. This is a critical case and must win. US needs to follow suit.
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Max - Are you following this case? Do you know when any hearing might be? of if it is even being considered?
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Hi! Has the court replied yet? I read the whole case. If so, I want to read it. Where can I get it if the court replied? Thank you!
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Interesting how the whole Nrst year of this THING it was common knowledge as much as anything can be that children were barely

affected at all. Then slowly an idea took hold in general about asymptomatic transmission without anyone ever showing any proof

(except maybe bogus testing?) and all of a sudden young innocent children could be little vectors of disease that could kill Grandpa.

And everyone was made to act as if we had a million little typhoid Marys running around. Again no proof, no science. I guess right now

science means to live in a one-sided propagandistic Echo chamber and simply repeat the words "safe and effective" over and over

robotically. Perhaps Merriam-Webster needs to change their deNnition of science!
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Let's not sugar-coat it.  The REAL purpose is population reduction by rendering them infertile and eventually dead, and proNting from

the ensuing slew of health issues in the mean time.
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They need to stop not just these pretend vaccines, but stop regular vaccines which overload/poisons/too young/too many vaccines at

one time/too many vaccines total. They give 5 vaccines at a time or 8 vaccines at the same time which may cause Autism. Hept B shot

at one day old has polysorbate 80 which crosses the blood brain barrier and this shot may cause MS symptoms in adults. This is not

prevention at one day old, but a way to destroy IQ/lower the population. SIDS/Autism/deaths/disability is not ok.

50 vaccines from birth to kindergarten is NOT ok and then 20 more up to age 18 and more for jobs/Tech school/college/travel/military

etc.. Flu shot and Gardasil shots are not good. Fish oil daily may stop colds/yu. They are making people infertile by the current shots.

There maybe no abortions if they block fertility for all. All shots are for the greater good? No. They try to weaken Americans/America

and make themselves lots of money and make it easier for a take over of this country.

Outpatient Treatments for
COVID-19 Reviewed
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and make themselves lots of money and make it easier for a take over of this country.

Natural help has always been here which is better than a vaccine for prevention. They could teach the whole world how to take care of

their own health. The Elite/rich may not be vaccinated. The immunity from being sued for police/doctors/vaccine companies needs to

be stopped. Some kill others and don't care. Natural help helps in an awesome way. Colloidal silver may hurt, but you never hear those

stories. People need to learn and Nnd out what is best for them with natural help.

Rich people trying to lower the population so offer free vaccines/drugs which hurt is not ok. Adults getting the yu shot may get more

Corona virus in the shot or mercury or polysorbate 80 etc.. Shingles shots/pneumonia shots/yu shots/anti-depression

medicine/antibiotics/statin drugs/diuretics/withholding thyroid help, probiotics , ozone treatments or Vit C IV's etc. in the hospital may

hurt people. Blocking Ivermectin so they can sell vaccines/use R and M drug is not ok. People can heal God's way.
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The pharmaceutical manufacturers of poisonous "vaccines" or so-called vaccines and their CEO's are nothing more than war criminals

seeking to harm human health and souls. They must be put on trial as traitors, enemies of the people, murderers, and a threat to global

sanity. Imagine if 10,000 people surround their homes with pitchforks and stones. They must be taken to task for their evil deeds and

justice must be served. The Satan globalist cabal, poisoning the world, is at an end. A free world that works together for the greater

good and the light is beginning.
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I couldn't even stand to read most of this because I believe the real reason for childhood jabs is unbearably worse. The parents are

surely jabbed--and we don't want to cope with millions of orphans, do we?
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I've wondered about the pets left without their pet-parents, livestock without farmers, zoo animals without their keepers.

 Children without parents brings to mind the power of the state governments.
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The REAL reason is to sterilise the young before becoming sexually active.
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Today's Mercola article forum is as good a time and place as any other day, to post the following Alliance for Natural Health (ANH) alert.

It's a health related privacy article and petition that requires many 'signatures', so please help this effort.

anh-usa.org/new-fed-vax-database-threatens-privacy
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It's going to get worse for those in the military. The US Army Medical Research & Development Command has created another spike

protein jab to test on our brave volunteers in the military. The clinical trial for this jab has not been completed. But that does not matter

in today's world. It's not about your health and never has been. It's about world domination by China and implementation of the 4th

Industrial Revolution via the Great Reset and Stakeholder Capitalism. China wants Taiwan and is already planning to take it as soon as

it's clear the US military cannot support Taiwan. Given the current chaos - who will stand up to China? The US military leadership has

sold out to China. Russia is hoping to take advantage of the situation for its own beneNt.

The "plandemic" is the set up to carry that out. It's working. www.army.mil/article/252890/series_of_preclinical_studies_supports_the..

 ~  clinicaltrials.gov/.../NCT04784767  ~  newstarget.com/2021-12-23-us-military-to-roll-out-spike-ferritin-nanop..   To end this

situation, the EUA for any mRNA bioweapon falsely claimed as a vaccine must be eliminated. To do that, every US State Attorney

General must immediately Nle a criminal indictment against the perpetrators of this crime as recommended by Dr David Martin. So

everyone, please write to your AG and request he/she take immediate action to do so. I will add info on how to do this next.
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From Dr David Martin (Attorney General Document) attach to your letter to your AG

www.fullyliveacademy.com/attorneygeneraldocument   From the National Association of Attorneys General

www.naag.org/.../powers-and-duties    www.naag.org/news-resources/research-data/who-are-americas-attorneys-g..   Look up

your state attorney general's responsibilities so you know what they are. Use that information as a basis for your request.

Basically it should say that his/her job is to defend the state and it duly enacted laws and to secure justice for the public in their

state by investigating and prosecuting criminal activities.

Suggest your cover letter state you understand that, as an elected ohcial of your state, your attorney general has the authority to

represent, defend and enforce the legal interests of the state and the public.(Note if your AG is appointed rather than elected, you

would have to address this differently in your cover letter - probably advise or copy whoever the appointing authority is.)

Therefore, on behalf of the public, in the state of XXX, you are requesting he/she take immediate action to investigate, prosecute,

and indict the individuals, government agencies, and corporations identiNed as Defendant in the attached "Proposed Indictment".

Also add you believe the details given for each proposed Indictment Count (there are 8 counts proposed in the document)

provides clear evidence supporting your request or words to that effect. Attach the document as supporting evidence to your

cover letter and mail to your attorney general via USPS certiNed mail with return receipt. If you want to make sure the AG gets it

personally rather than some ohce clerk - you can send it CertiNed Mail Restricted Delivery. Here's info on sending certiNed mail:

www.uspsmails.com/usps-certiNed-mail
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.... and China nor Russia ask that military get the vax
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Joined On 12/16/2021 4:57:16 PM
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Hello Max, I too once believed in the China and Russia being the threat.  However, China and Russia is working with the USA on

this Plandemic.  It is the the controller behinds the scenes of each country pulling the strings.  It is the not highest level of

politicians that we see on TV.  Those are just. The talking heads.  The objective is depopulation and for each country to be able to

country their own slaves/citizens.  China and Russia’s slaves have it worse as they are in a Communist Country where the

population is fully under the control of Big Brother. The surveillance of China is out of control, it knows exactly where its citizens

are and what they are doing.  

The US is pointing the Nnger at China and Russia, and China/Russia is pointing the Nnger at the US.  This is to just pacify their

own population so they don’t suspect their own government is doing it.   We have to under the enemy is not China or Russia, it is

the Elites who moves the levers of these country.  The citizens of the US, China, and Russia should work together to overthrow

these controllers and not Nght amongst ourselves.   Divide and Conquer is what they want and had been doing it with identify

politics.  If we realize the puppet master is the one to blame then they can no longer hide in the background, therefore, they want

us to lay blame on a boogie man.
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM
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According to Dr. Malone who invented the mRNA Vaccine, it was never meant to be used in humans. WHY? SAFETY? Find out why. A

Vaccine gives 1 immunity to a Virus. None of these do. So they are not Vaccines. More people have died from the shots than the Virus.

The deaths from covid are much lower than actual occurrence.  Hospitals have been told to list all deaths as covid. This is FRAUD. Only

1% of injury and death after vaccination are actually being reported to mislead the people into thinking the shots are safe and a

falsehood to get the shots and booster.
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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I know of ppl who have been injured by the Covid jab and at least one man for sure has died after getting the 2nd death jab.  Dr.

Malone has went on record telling ppl Not to get this!!   Criminal what is happening.
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM
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The pushing of vaccines on the population by the medical establishment reveals a profound misunderstanding of human health. Human

health is not based on  the introduction of external agents. True, robust human health is generated at the cellular level and if we

understand how human cells work to support our health then clearly vaccines are simply not necessary. Dr. Fauci is no more than a life

long health administrator with little or no front line experience. This has led us down the road of one of the greatest human tragedies in

history. If we understand how health is generated at the cellular level then we will have a Nghting chance to experience radiant health.

Dr. Fauci and his minions have a profound misunderstanding of how the human immune system functions. They seem to be

germaphobes who do not realize that germs, microbes and bacteria colonize almost every nook and cranny of our bodies both internal

and external.

They seem to ignore the science of the microbiome as well as the science of epigenetics which puts forth the concept that our life style

more than anything effects the expression of the genes and, therefore, has a major impact on our health. SARS-CoV-2 appears to be a

human produced viral boogeyman designed to control and reduce population and make huge proNts for the vaccine manufacturers. In

summation this profound misunderstanding of how human health is generated has led us down a blind ally where being human is now,

in fact, the greatest disease of all and being healthy is a criminal act. We must not allow this to go on.
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It is about time to form ours Secret Societies.
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Thank you Reluctantwarrior for your post about health being generated at the cellular level.  Hardly anyone recognizes the fact

that the antigen-antibody response, which the theory of "vaccination" is based upon, comprises only about 10% of the functioning

of the human immune system.  The other 90%, the electric and electromagnetic component of immune functioning is totally

ignored.  This is because 90% of human immune functioning isn't understood or even begun to be understood by conventional

"medicine".  If it were understood, that would lead to intervention that doesn't rely on poison drugs or "vaccines" for treatment or

prevention.  Effective and safe intervention would be based on things like pulsed electromagnetic or magnetic resonance therapy

use.  

Then, of course, no pill or injection would be needed. It is my hope that the 90% of immune functioning not even recognized by

conventional "medicine" will come into play to prevent the dire predictions of everyone having received the "vaccine" being dead

within 3 -5 years of cancer, other autoimmune disease or antibody dependent or paradoxical immune response.  It's also idiotic

how natural immunity acquired by having had and recovered from covid is almost totally (purposefully) ignored.
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Anlongo, I agree. But to preserve life.
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"It is about time to form ours Secret Societies." OK be sure not to tell anyone
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We need to take a leaf from Dr. Mercola's thinking; we need to address the origins of the disease; that the primary problem is not the

companies actions; it is the failure of the rule of law . . . that the challenge is to re-establish the rule of law. Everyone needs to

understand that the underlying problem is the attitude of the primary law institutions within the United States, and their long term

penchant to accept that corporations who commit crimes and are found guilty may pay a corporate Nne in $US . . . while at one and the

same time; deliberately turning a classic blind eye to the actions and decisions of the self same leadership of the corporations that

were instrumental in the criminal activities of their corporations. That today, no member of the board of such corporations ever face the

potential of being brought before a court of law, subjected to the potential of full discovery of their own actions in the leadership of the

corporation; that might end in a judge, (let alone a jury), deciding to send them to jail for perhaps a considerable term of imprisonment.

That penchant to turn a blind eye has, very effectively; led to many massive crimes, often repeated by the same corporations; being

regularly committed, without any action taken against the persons responsible. However, the absolute responsibility lays Nrmly within

the remit of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the now massive yow of funds they greedily remit from the age of corporate

criminality . . . which to my way of thinking, tells me that the FBI has to be seen as aiding and abetting criminality . . . and as such, must

now be closed down and replaced with new leadership accepting a remit that deliberately excludes the concept of anyone buying their

way out of the application of the rule of the law. Offering any form of a "Deal" must be made . . . against the law. Period!
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What about Presidential Pardons?  Governor Pardons?  Other loopholes and excuses?
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It's the Maritime/Corporate legal system, with one's name spelled out in CAPITAL LETTERS- that is your corporate identity. See

your major ID papers- birth certiNcate, credit cards, driver licenses, passports, and so on- observe the CAPITALS.  Those are

NWO/corporate identiNers.  The UNITED STATES is a corporation!  different from the United States, which is the original

government of the USA.  Your birth certiNcate, with your name in CAPS, means that you, as a CORPORATION, is now property of

the UNITED STATES corporation! A slave! The United States is deliberately confused with the UNITED STATES corporation.
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Ringer2 gaw9735 First of all I am a citizen of the United Kingdom, which, since the signing of the Defense Trade Cooperation

Treaty is a colony of the UNITED STATES. Regardless, my sympathies are as a UK citizen and the rule of what is known as UK

common law. The law is the result of more than a 1,000 years of debate about what makes for a civilised nation, and that debate

continues to this very day. It is juries in a law court that deNne what is or is not a crime . . . similarly, it is the people that lie at the

heart of the rule of law within a nation of laws. Law is the solid foundation of every civilisation. So, like it or not, it is our

responsibility to change the way law is being applied if we do not agree with the manner it is being applied today.

If the FBI is not operating in the interest of a civilised nation; then it is the FBI that must be changed. Today there is massive

evidence that the law within the United States is not working in the interest of the people. That instead, lawlessness is the order

of the day. So, as a colonial citizen of the United States, it becomes a responsibility to seek the changes needed to bring the ship

of state, the FBI; back into line with their responsibilities. So the answer to the points you have both raised has to be; stand up

and be counted.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

if only a fake plane could crash into the FDA and another into the NIH.  The only way that could happen is if the people who own those

two criminal organizations needed them to be destroyed to hide papers which could lead to their imprisonment and execution.
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A march in Washington DC is being planned for the weekend in January 23rd. Why targeting buildings? "Congress Cashes In:

Report Finds Dozens of DC Politicians Held Shares in Vaccine Companies"-

www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/congress-cashes-report-Nnds-dozens-dc-polit..
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Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM
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In reply to "so you don't think it would be a good idea to make vaccinators fear for their lives if they continue what they're doing?"

These people do not fear because they think they are above the law. Fauci is *out-and-out* lying to Congress (and all of us) and

he will continue to do so because even though there is a huge paper trail of his deceit and lying going back forty years, he is

allowed to continue.  On the other hand, they think nothing of 'suiciding' (Arkanciding) holistic and integrative practitioners and

have been doing that since the 1930's when Rockefeller and Carnegie formed the AMA. I wish I knew 40 years ago what I know

now!  I am grateful for being introduced to yoga and meditation in 1973, and managed to stay clear of most BS because I pulled

completely out of the MSM, but so many have been injured and killed by AMA's "standard of care" including some of our

community here. :-{  It should be called "Standard of Killing'...slowly so they get at least a few years of medical compliance out of

the patient....
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Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM
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Several years ago it was reported that the E.P.A. destroyed thousands of pages of documents. Those that revealed information

that could have harmed ohcials in the group, re-those that endangered public health and the environment. Yet, there are good

people who work for the NIH and CDC who can tell the truth about the lies; peace.
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epi-cure
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I've been at various times encouraging others here to put their actions where their words are. Emails sent to local government ohcials

and appearances made at their meetings are all documented for posterity. At a minimum they can never again said they weren't told

while along the way they're getting an education that is in diametric opposition to the propaganda being pumped through MSM. My

focus is especially on the age 5-11 group that lhas become the latest target of their murderous campaign. Tell them in no uncertain

terms that they are on the hook for at least negligent manslaughter and that Nuremberg has a long memory.
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Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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This is a general comment and nothing personal. I appreciate what you're doing and I'm doing my share too in another way. But

them being warned (they knew all along) is that enough? (general question) That's not going to bring the wasted children's lifes

back, they'll be the casualities because we stayed 'clean' in the murderer's 'laws' or mandates. Whichever way we look at this,

there is no good choice left, nobody is innocent, just perpetrators and passive witnesses.
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We'll have to choose between wrong or worse. I wonder if the guy in the mirror will accept my excuses, I doubt it since day 1 of

this humanity test. If we persist on 'being the better man' I guess we'll land in a mass grave next to all the others who hoped 'help

from above was on its way', as I hear that a lot these days, not saying I don't believe in positive energy but from whatever I believe

from any religion, personal sacriNce is a key necessity to make goodness prosper/survive.  Strength is what is tested in shitty

times, everybody can be good in good times. I hope we'll all Nnd it in ourselves to serve our own humanity, instead of our own

selNsh short term preservation.

I often read complaints of people who are sick of not being appreciated by the zombies around them. I agree. But honesty tells

me that I am Not the victim in this scenario. Rather all the zombies cought in the trap are. They don't realize they're stepping

straight into hell. I don't want to join them in any way, but sometimes I wonder why I am so lucky to not fall for the trap. Any

enlightenment appreciated. Maybe it's just our blessing to do something about it. Nuremberg was a very bad joke, I want

something better to tell the kids about what's going to happen to the evildoers. Mr in the sky, please help just a little more, as the

way is still very unclear.
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My take on why so many people comply with the shot has a couple of layers. One is that I guess around 53% of people on

average would take the yu vaccine in before times, and this number probably corresponds in some ways to people who subscribe

to the whole Western medicine trip in general. Now because we do not have a mature approach to cold and yu season, and

because many people might be cajoled by their "loved ones", that number might be higher, so maybe that brings us to about 60%

of the population who is merely habituated to take this sort of thing.

Of the 40% remaining many are dug in and of course will not take it, but for the others you cannot underestimate all of the shock

and awe that took place at the beginning and continues to take place. Where I live we essentially had a version of Martial law

enacted without any warning that lasted for months, and of course all the disruptions to school that parents had to deal with. In

the face of all this I think a group of people said just give me the shot if it will make some of the craziness stop!
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As a Chicagoan in exile, the chief reason I read Mercola and Becker is to remind myself about what a great place Chicago used to be.

 Now Mercola's in Florida, Becker's in Arizona, I gather, and from time to time an interview, such as this with Alix Mayer, reminds me of

what a thriving, stimulating location Chicago used to be before it fell victim to the siren song of "diversity" - Nve blacks running the joint

- and taxed to the hilt so that anyone and everyone regardless skin color is looking to yee.  Unfortunately, a great lesson in how

wonderful places destroy themselves.
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Thank you Dr Mercola and the guest for a lengthy discussion on the topic providing a great deal of sound medical background to larger

issues behind EUA. however, the vxx can maim, make infertile and kill children just like adults, so the comment at the very end of the

article about children recovering 99.9% from covid being the reason "why" children are being targeted, just doesnt fully add up to me.

Consider a simpler thesis of "why" can be explained as a religious fervor of mass "child sacriNce"...a Satanic driven agenda of mass

murder and depopulation through the sterilizing the bulk of the next generation.

The progressive and demented scientiNc "experts" have been pushing this eugenics narrative under many guises non stop for the last

hundred years (global abortion, vax agenda, hyper environmentalism, man-made global warming and climate change, over-population

agenda) This is pure evil, seeking for a pretense to kill humankind. In addition, if one takes the Chinese communist party's leaders and

generals at their words, they have overtly spoken of the need to subjugate or destroy the west for their own people...if you destroy the

children which are the foundation and future pillar of the west, it makes the task of takeover a whole lot easier. Who needs emps or

nukes, the useful idiot doctors and medical establishment will do their dirty work for them. Thank you.
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BigPharma's actions seem superyuous and obvious; obvious in that BigPharma ALREADY knows the chemical is harmful, hence them

attempting to proactively get out of responsibility, and superyuous, as the Highest Ohce & Highest Court in the Land are both proven to

be so corrupt, that any and everyone with power or money can and will get away with cold-blooded murder, with nothing more than a

Gnat's-worth of annoyance.
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Reading about all the vaccines ms. Mayer was given makes me think about the battery of vaccines the US Military FORCES soldiers to

take.  Remember “Gulf War Syndrome?”  I remember in the late 1990s a number of couples appeared on The Montel Williams Show to

discuss (in graphic detail) the side effects of taking the many vaccines and taking pills that they were told were to protect them from

biological weapons exposure or other airborne agents. They talked about brain fog, digestive issues, developing allergies and strange

sexual issues.  One wife explained how when she and her husband had sex, afterwards, she had to clean herself up, off and out because

wherever her husband’s sperm was on her body it burned like acid. They both went to doctors who brushed off their symptoms,

especially the many military doctors. That military pay may be tax free if you serve in a war zone but is it worth it?

In 2020 when I retired, I saw the “Coronavirus Testing & Vaccinated Train” coming.  Thanks to people like Dr. Mercola and the others

brave enough to tell us THE TRUTH.  Most of us reading these pages have been aware since December 2019-January 2020 that some

bad stuff was coming our way and are so-called journalists, politicians and medical professionals were all asleep at the wheel.  I’ve

never been tested, vaccinated and WILL NOT BE.  So far I’ve been able to keep my name out of identifying systems (I think) and I’m

going to keep it that way! What’s being done to us is very sinister, scary just downright wrong.  Stay informed and away!
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yes this is ALL TRUE and the real reason they're pushing the jabs so hard is that they want to wet wire humanity with AI; to remote

control, enslave, and totally surveil all life on earth especially humans using AI cyborg slavery. Reject this agenda with everything you've

got and read Alison McDowell's research on this topic at wrenchinthegears.com
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Reinor Fuellmich strikes! “In a stunning 46-page legal Nling to the International Criminal Court on December 6, an intrepid attorney and

seven applicants accused Anthony Fauci, Peter Daszak, Melinda Gates, William Gates III, and twelve others of numerous violations of

the Nuremberg Code. These included various crimes against humanity and war crimes as deNned by the Rome Statutes, Articles 6, 7, 8,

15, 21, and 53. Besides the four kingpins, twelve others were named, including the CEOs of the leading vaccine corporations and the

health leaders held accountable for the United Kingdom:

Albert Bourla, CEO of PNzer Stephane Bancel, CEO of Moderna Pascal Soriot, CEO of Astra Zeneca Alex Gorsky, CEO of Johnson and

Johnson  Tedros Adhanhom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the WHO Boris Johnson, UK Prime Minister Christopher Whitty, UK Chief

Medical Adviser  Matthew Hancock, former UK Secretary of State for Health and Social Care Sajid Javid, current UK Secretary of State

for Health and Social Care  June Raine, UK Chief Executive of Medicines and Healthcare products  Dr. Ravid Shah, President of the

Rockefeller Foundation Klaus Schwab, President of the World Economic Forum There is hope!

 greerjournal.com/it-has-begun-criminal-charges-of-violating-nuremberg-..
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Information such as provided here is so important but unfortunately most of the public get their information from the liberal media

which continues to push false information about the safety and necessity of these Covid vaccines and boosters. It’s absolutely

disgusting!  How many lives will be sacriNced to the insatiable greed of the vaccine manufacturers?!  Just sickening!
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I can think of another of many reasons why they want to push this poison on kids: they know it affects fertility, so if they can jab as

many kids as possible, they're reducing the population by making it dihcult or impossible for many of them to have children when they

grow up.
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Get 'em early - depopulation with infertility and killing off the kids. They want us all gone
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"We have put together, I think, the most extensive and inclusive medical fraud organization  in the history of American politics." -Joe

Bribe'm
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Thanks for the laugh.  But isn't he one of those who've been bribed all along?
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It is about the coming generations that the current children will be raised with a DNA genetic change to not be connected to the love of

the Creator and become Godless. It is not a vaccination but a DNA genetic mutation.
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Her perspective is invaluable! If people were honest, it would probably fail all the criteria for an EUA, especially the risks vs. beneNts for

children and the lack of other treatments. Also, what trials were ever done on the booster(s)? Six months isn’t a lot of protection for 2

shots…The drug company corporate leadership and government regulators seem to either lack common sense or are pretending to be

stupid. Maybe some are sociopaths. It’s everyone’s problem now to have to deal with these people and their mess. Reminds me of

dealing with a narcissistic or sociopathic person.
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It is all now proven. They are introducing nanotechnology with the jabs. Each one more. Which is going to work with 5 G. Vid YT

Aaron Russo, RIP, about RFID chips. They intend to put people off who do not obey. They can steer emotions with the

nanotechnology. Do they thus intend to incite racial wars here in Europe. Turn off the elderly and all those not scoring points like

they are registering in China. China full of internment camps. Canada building many. I posted links in my comment.
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What I don't get! If young healthy athletes are dropping like yies from these injections, normal healthy people are contracting hideous

debilitating physical side-effects, what are we doing allowing these injections to defenseless people with known compromised immune

systems, like the elderly? Intentionally putting the older folks in harms way. Genocide? Purging the people with acquired wisdom from

the planet? I don't get it!  ...and - leave the kids alone - period
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Fantastic article. I plan to share often!!
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A Christian man in charge of our local Singles and Mingles(married) group for well over the last 30 years died Christmas Eve. According

to a very good medical doctor and friend of both myself and this Christian Leader says he died of the complications of COVID and

Pneumonia and Parkinsons. The Parkinsons was newly discovered. He was not breathing on his own and was on a Ventilator from the

Tuesday after Thanksgiving. They took him off that Ventilator expecting him to die. He started breathing on his own the Saturday before

Christmas. They were scheduling him for rehab and it was a near miracle. He had a massive stroke while on the Ventilator and no one

expected he would live, but he did.

8:00 am Christmas Eve he suddenly went down and died. Doctor said it was COVID. The truth as I see it is this is a very nasty

bio-weapon put out by a number of VIPs in the UN and our government agencies. China is also involved as a host nation for the

disease. There is a very good explanation for the actions of the medical society of this Country. In simple words they will not approve

any treatment that does not involved stealing a great deal of money from the American civilian population of this country. It also effects

everyone serving in Military Service and it is likely it is against the Code from World War II and they are going to get away with it

because they own the legal community body and soul.

So with an average ventilator cost that is a fortune, that is the treatment of choice. The embarrassing truth is medical doctors have

come up with cures and they have had the FDA send them letters threatening their medical licenses if they continue. IF what I say is not

true, why are these people not in jail for their crimes against humanity? Simply because money talks, and everything else walks. Our

government does not dare go against these people because it involves billions of dollars of revenue into the medical community and

they know it. I am sure they will go to hell.
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I can't understand how anyone could hear or read the horrendous story by Alix Mayer and NOT realize the truth. There are thousands of

stories about injuries and deaths that are, unfortunately, all being kept under wraps. Several people I know personally, are so much into

the scientiNc realm, they won't even think about listening to or reading this 'made up' story for whatever reason. At the same time, we've

all listened to the many doctors like Dr. Mercola, LifeSiteNews, Liberty Counsel, etc. who DO have a big platform, but yet for some

reason, they still don't get exposed.  I understand the news media have been paid millions to contain injury/death results. ..... As to the

children being vaxxed, I feel it's also a way to inject them with birth control meds. to help further control the 'population' which has

become the life interest of King Gates.
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Every day there's more fear porn in the MSM. Here's the latest BIG LIE from the L.A. Times: "Jump in child COVID hospitalizations in N.Y.

sparks concerns in California amid Omicron" "In metro New York, half of the children being admitted to hospitals are younger than 5 and

ineligible for vaccination." People are urged to "test" often so if a child gets a cold and tests positive, they take the child to the hospital

because of the dreaded Covid monster they've been misled to believe is deadly. This boosts the "cases" narrative to push for

"vaccination" of ever younger children. Criminal conspiracy!
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this is exciting!!  Sheriffs are starting a movement.... cspoa.org/watch-learn-more-about-americas-Nrst-cspoa-county/?utm_cont..
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Why? Because it will almost guarantee a steady stream of income for big pharma who will prescribe millions of kids anti coagulants,

blood thinners, anti-depressants when their body goes haywire, etc. Why? The same old why.... money.
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First of all, I want to commend Dr. Mercola for no longer using the term "vaccine" in a legitimizing way.  "Jab" or vaxx is much more

appropriate. I think many here can relate to Alix Mayers story of vaccine injury, I certainly can.  Even though I only had a small handful of

jabs in the 50's and 60's, I nevertheless developed symptoms similar to Mayer's as a young person, symptoms my two older - unvaxxed -

brothers did not get.  Then, at the age of 17, as a freshman in college, I was injected with a 'mandatory yu shot' from which I developed

a case of pneumonia that nearly killed me. The imposition of the plandemic by the elites is not the "Great Reset" they hoped for.   It has

instead become THE GREAT AWAKENING ALL OF YOU HEALTH AND FREEDOM LOVING WARRIORS ARE INSPIRING!  THANK YOU!

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/in-praise-of-you-fearless-warriors
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Is it possible Overturn the 1986 protection for pharm products?
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I am not going for Big Pharma being strictly motivated by proNt, not when the era of dollars created through debt is coming to an end.

There is an agenda to all of these 'do as you are told' pandemic measures that are being forced on society. Once they have the sheep

conditioned to line up for injections, wear masks and believe 'the science' that is when the real fun (for them) begins. I am not going to

speculate on the end of game moves but just report what I see ~ Agenda 2030 is a scary end game and that has been the plan by

globalists like Gates and Schwab for a while now.
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We've been reading Kennedy and Atlas's books this week....... It is much worse than I ever knew. Thankfully we had COVID early on and

listened to Fauci say we would not need the vax a year ago. We have focused on being heathy, growing our own food and harvesting

game in my yard..... I am gathering all the fallen leaves I can( we don't treat lawns in my 'hood) and making compost for next year's

garden.  I have not bought fert in decades but worry about there not being enough for those who will need it.
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Tom Renz with Dr James Thorp - www.brighteon.com/5473e6ba-29a5-4703-9c38-30c27c7c62dd  about state medical boards

oppressing doctors who refuse to follow the cov-d narrative
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please! Everyone! I really didn't want to make this "political", BUT, be aware that,  unless we are VERY careful, with Kam--- in our gov't,

Communism could be just one step away. We MUST RISE! There HAS to be an awakening soon or it could be too late. 3 more years of

our present "leaders", could be the ruin of US! They are doing everything they can, giving out "free" shots (that YOU pay for for the rest of

your life) is just the beginning of the "handouts"! YES, my husband cornered me into taking the handout, and I took the Nrst one, but not

the 2nd, and suhce it to say, I will NEVER take another one!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The US Supreme Court has agreed to hear legal challenges to the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals reinstated Biden mandate for businesses

with more than 100 employees. It's not clear who will be presenting the argument. This case must be won.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/breaking-supreme-court-will-hear-chal..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes - A day late and several billions of dollars short? The current shots are of little protection against omicron. Its like asking

people to agree to reading last year's news, except the jabs carry far more risks, soon (wait a week or two for omicron to take

over) for nearly zero beneNts.
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola and Ms. Mayer for this informative interview.  Ms. Mayer, I am so sorry you went through what you did with your

health after getting those jabs.  You didn't know any better at the time what they were going to do to you.   As for the ppl here who don't

believe that there is a de-population plan at work here; you all need to get a grip on reality.   Bill Gates HAS been recorded years back

talking about his de-population agenda.  It's common knowledge amongst most of us ppl who are holistic health minded.   I pray that

these Covid death jabs do not get on the schedule for our little ones!!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As stated previously. "1986 UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE". Hammered and "forged" into Law. (forgery) Vaccines have "0" liabilities under the

forever protections of Superman!  (US Federal Government)  Our job moving forward is the ominous application of Kryptonite, to this

complexing problem!!  You're going down Superman!  Your shelf life is nearing an expiration date!  We won't live like this!
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm just guessing here, but it is not outside the realm of possibility that this inoculation will prevent proper reproductive system

development.  So  to make a long story short, these kids won't be able to reproduce when the normal time comes.  Also, that might just

be the beginning.  Can you imagine what is being done to the brain in every sense?  Years ago I read a book by Harris Coulter on the

possible relationship between multiple vaccinations and criminal behavior down the line.  This  "vaccine" could only be much worse.
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tomfrank2
Joined On 7/29/2021 8:40:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many are just guessing  but almost a million have died.
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A warning from history, the covid19 and vaccines for it, are related in Genesis chapter 14 but on a global scale.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Japanese corona cases Drop out of Sight. Why nothing but crickets in the West??? www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is yours a rhetorical question?
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juststeve
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Add as Friend  Send Message

yup
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting how many Airline workers got sick right at Christmas. Middle Nnger given.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sickos are already advertising Comirnaty on radio INTENTIONALLY LEADING PEOPLE TO BELIEVE THAT IF THEY GO GET VAX OR

BOOSTERS THAT THEY ARE RECEIVING THE ‘APPROVED’ COMIRNATY. I’ve heard the commercials, if you know the truth (what was

approved, what it means and that it is NOT yet in use) the commercials are scary disgusting (I’ve heard the commercials several times

on radio). If you DON’T know truth, then they easily lead you to ‘believe’ that you are getting the now ‘approved’ version when you go get

your ’shot’. There is also a commercial in some state using a CHILD writing to Santa saying ‘please I just want a Covid vaccine for

Christmas’
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tomfrank2
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Maybe you should go to a covid ward and talk to those who are sick.You might want to wear a mask.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is high-stakes and they will stop at nothing, but it will be dihcult for them to hold a cohesive majority of people who are willing to

keep taking this stuff! The group who hasn't taken it yet is more resolved than ever, and many people I know who have taken the third

shot are horriNed at ever taking it again! At one point during the holiday yesterday my sister-in-law took me aside and shared that this

has been the worst year of her life health wise and she attributes it to having taken the three shots. She felt coerced into taking them

because she works at a hospital in administration, but now she says she will never take it again. When she said this she looked into my

eyes intently and squeezed my arm really really hard.

So a year ago she didn't think anything about vaccines one way or another and now she is as determined to never go near this stuff as

the most insane conspiracy theory type anti-vaxxer, hahaha! So I guess what I'm saying is that their ranks of the vaccine takers are

going to be ever-dwindling. Which explains why they are so desperate to pop as much poison into as many people as quickly as

possible before they get found out, and they are getting found out. The propaganda machine is deafening of course. I would have to

give top prizes in that category to the guardian and the New York Times. It is so interesting to me that New York City and London are at

the Forefront of this as far as getting massacred by the covid train, and those two papers may as well be edited by the CEO of PNzer

right now!
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juststeve
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Numerous healthcare workers I've met are just crawling out of their skin, biting their tongues nearly in half & some just come out

with it, what the hell is going on. Why can't we do as we always have done, what has at least helped somewhat in the past - This

Is Nuts.  Legal Chess Games while the Predator'$ change the rules of the game as they go to suit & back up whatever the current

Bull Spit Lie is. Fauci's dismal track record decade after decade should have sent him off to Sing Sing or worse. The decades of

Crimes against Humanity & against Life itself, unacceptable.
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swabieng, maybe you should tell your sister-in-law about the treatments/herbs etc that she can take that may lessen the

problems she's having as a result of the shots.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend."   Henri Bergson    If true – we need to keep it simple. Life is duality.

 Hot/cold, up/down, inside/outside, light/dark, hot/cold, … good/evil. You are either part of the problem or part of the solution. One

accepts the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" perpetrated by The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite, Deep State, etc.).  Or, one

accepts the "Reality of Common Sense" based on individual experiences and the truth.  If you perpetuate the "Bamboozle" you are part

of the problem.  

For example – Washington state Attorney General Bob Ferguson said Thursday he has tested positive for C-19.  “While the timing is

unfortunate, and I’m disappointed to miss Christmas with family, I’m grateful to be vaccinated and managing my symptoms at home,”

Ferguson said in a subsequent tweet. “I’m beginning to feel better and look forward to getting my booster shot.” Bob Ferguson ignores

"natural immunity",  the failure of the "Jab" to protect and prevent transmission, and the risks associated with the "Jab" (VAERS).  He is

void of "common sense" and reality. With leadership like this, I wonder why we still have the problem

www.kxly.com/wa-attorney-general-tests-positive-for-covid-19
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The plan is clearly universal and repeated vaccination now, and vaccine segregation based on that. Then there will be other aspects of

lifestyle segregation - healthy habits. unhealthy lifestyles. meat eating, exercise or not. Because the left has established that "racism" is

a "pandemic" too, your opinion regarding Antifa and Burn Loot Murder will also be monitored, and whether or not you are an "ally" of the

uranian alphabet soup of inversion and perversion. As desirable classes are separated from undesirable classes, the social credit

scores will be computed, the classes of Songbun ("core", "wavering" or "hostile") will be differentiated and the re-education camps and

Gulags will be Nlled. This is why this needs to be stopped with this plandemic, this campaign of hysteria and these jabs.
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Criminal!!!!!
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To add a further strand to what I have posted below - the Governments don't want posts like Mercola and others to be different to what

they want the multitude to believe, so "they" have enacted Laws which take away our rights to communicate adverse information or

negative points of view to those they want to be believed and acted upon, by "them" and many other sites like this one will be stopped,

so that the only information you get and believe is the news they want you to read and how you are processed to behave, accordingly.

So, if you have not been vaccinated don't be, because until you sign the consent form, you have the Human Rights under Human Law

and cannot be forced to have the vaccines, against you will - which is precisely what the Elite do not want - they want everyone to be

non human so whatever purpose the secret contracts that goverments signed kicks into force - the demand for Embassies and Military

Bases as part of the vaccine providing deal, we will then discover what their intention is for the vaccinated who have survived so far and

where they might be shipped off too and for what reason, bearing in mind they are non human, an alien species and cannot refuse

whatever is done to them, to advance the Elite's take on Humanity and for the future.

To extend Alien life beyond Earth a bio-human machine that does not breathe in the excepted sense of the word or need oxygen, is

radiation tolerant and is controlled by a computer somewhere else and does what it is told to do, without question, seems the ideal

choice and they will need lots of humans to experiment on to get the required Nnal result - hence you will own nothing and you will be

happy sort of thing - right? What we say here, won't be possible to say soon, so read, copy, save and maintain, because otherwise no

resistance will be possible, once "they" have taken total control of everything and have their way, in the New World of their choosing.
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mRNA vaccinated people worldwide are products, patented goods, according to US law, “no longer human”. A no longer human, does

not have any rights under the Humanity Laws, because Human Laws were never written to include non humans and by the same token,

non humans are an alien species and thus can't own property either, so whoever agrees to these vaccines, by signing their consent to

have them, automatically becomes the property of the vaccine maker concerned, because of the below/above Law as the mRNA

vaccines are synthetic, do not occur in the natural human body, so they can be and are patented and once in, can't be taken out, so by

default, whatever you own, automatically becomes the property of the vaccine makers.

By the same token, the purpose of these vaccines are to reduce the world populations substancially and these vaccines are the way to

do that easiy and ehciently, to save the planet from global warming and whatever other disasters these madmen believe, the Globalists

that is, so at days end win/win - exterminate and save the planet for the Elite who own everything and dictate who lives and dies by the

rules they set themselves to enjoy, at our expense, or our pretty kids, the rest of us too old or ugly to be of any value.

Note that test tube babies are possible and they can be made to order and deleted when their use ceases to occur, to be killed off and

replaced by the next crop of "desirable children" for the use of the Elite, with no comeback on them whatsoever, because the New World

won't have any of the Laws or restrictions this one has. Let us see how things stand in 2 years time and how the murder is working out

for the vaccinated - me being not vaccinated, that is - no way, not in this lifetime - but at 75 probably too late for me anyway. The weak

link in the chain, is wanting tomorrow, what you can buy on time payments, today and put vaccines in that place and nobody can afford

to have the lifestyle they enjoy, otherwise - right?
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The above post only conNrms what we already know, but it does not deliver a punchline:  mRNA vaccinated people worldwide are

products, patented goods, according to US law, “no longer human”. Since 2013, all people vaccinated with GM-modiNed mRNAs are

legally trans-human and legally identiNed as trans-human and do not enjoy any human or other rights of a state, and this applies

worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US jurisdiction and law, where they were registered.”

blogs.scientiNcamerican.com/guest-blog/new-supreme-court-decision-rul..   2013 USA In a unanimous decision last month, the

Supreme Court ruled that naturally occurring genes are not patentable. But, said the Court, cDNA, a man-made copy of the genetic

messenger in cells, is patentable.

On June 13, 2013, the United States Supreme Court brought an end to the long and drawn-out legal battle over the question of whether

isolated gene sequences are eligible subject matter for patent protection. In Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics1

the U.S. Supreme Court reached a rare unanimous decision. Breaking with decades of U.S. Patent and Trademark Ohce (USPTO)

practice, and showing no deference to the USPTO, the Court held that an isolated DNA molecule is not patent-eligible subject matter, if

its nucleotide sequence is identical to a naturally occurring gene sequence. In contrast, an isolated DNA molecule with a sequence that

is different from any naturally occurring gene sequence, such as a complementary DNA (cDNA), expressly remains patent-eligible. GMO

HUMANS ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/   Esme Coetzee 10 Dec 2021 at 4:55 PM #63403
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Now researched and proven. They are injecting Nanotechnology. With every shot more. Which is to work with 5 G. They can steer

emotions, monitor all bodyfunctions etc. etc. Vid Aaron Russo about RFID chips and the intention to be able to turn people off

and on. In China they are already giving social points for good behaviour. Are they also intending to incite racial wars? The intent

to destroy Europe. Or according to John Coleman who may be CO, intending to genocide 4 billion people.  Without ability to

reproduce for those left. Links in my Nrst comment.
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We already well know of enough lies to not trust anything else the liars tell us.  We are also good at using logic to detect likely lies in

seeking truth and that generally works yet betrays us here.  Many assumptions throw us off from seeing the truths regarding evil at this

level of "biblical proportions" as pipblanc also comments here such as the ever popular "follow the money" which usually works, but not

here.  

So many wise commenters use that with this plandemic only to get to the point where they exclaim: "I don't know why __________

(regarding the dead end to which it leads them)."  Most go no further in fear of being called a name, in particular "conspiracy theorist,"

yet thousands of years of world history of hundreds of nations is a chronology of conspiracies.  To people halted by that, I admonish:

"You mean to tell me that suddenly in our time conspiracy worldwide has simultaneously stopped!  Explain that far reach!"  

The best way to be invulnerable to being called that is to proudly proclaim it as I do for theory is the start of thought and an initial stage

of the scientiNc method right after observation.  But, to the dumbed down, you will need to explain the meaning of science to those who

have "faith" in "consensus science," an oxymoron, as their idolism religion of authority, an anathema to science which is questioning

everything including science while appeal to authority is a logical fallacy.  I say that as a true scientist, a seeming rarity these days yet

common among the commenters on Mercola.com.

Both logic and "follow the money," though normally reliable, fail here because people generally don't understand the self-destructive and

convoluted nature of evil.  The reason the answers that the insightful among us see don't make sense is simply because they don't

make sense -- not because they are incorrect.  Ask yourself, demanding to know, "how it beneNts them" and you won't see what is right

before your eyes as the truth is more insidious!
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just like throughout history, people willingfully close their eyes, out of their own will, because they can't and don't want to deal

with the evil that is right in front of them. In good times they could still believe the lie that 'oh but the people were stupid then,

back in the days'. Well now people must have gotten extremely stupid then, because the evidence is overwhelming of what evil

plan is playing out. The sad thing is lots will convince themselves it was for the better good that they die, self-proclaiming

theirselves as heroes in this 'war' against 'that nasty virus' instead of realizing they've been fooled all the way and are themselves

to blame for the evil they participated in. I keep repeating it:
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to blame for the evil they participated in. I keep repeating it:

We are doing our natural behavior and natural strategies, which WORK in a natural environment (close your eyes, don't move,

don't make a sound and there's a good chance the big beast won't see you and this behavior just saved your life) but NOT in our

unnatural synthetic societies! People really make me think of cattle. They know evil is going on, but want to shut up about it to

'not spoil the day' for the rest. We do it to cattle, now something else is doing it to us (or at least, it doesn't care to hide anymore

as acceptance of evil has become so widespread).

History should teach us to look at history backwards to see where the story is heading. Instead of passively waiting,

self-censoring own thoughts because it is 'politically incorrect' (hate that word as it should only apply to politicians, not to

everyday people), hoping for a magic savior. History shows power enslaves and blood yows. I guess logic is a godsent. When will

sheeple realize synthetic laws make their life an incomprehensible hell? And that ANYBODY can play the good guy on TV, that it's

a lie, that it's just a show??? It really is too much to assess for the regular zombie (we are zombies too, just another level). homo

'sapiens tv' vs homo life truth searcher conspiratus.
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goferal
Joined On 1/16/2018 10:18:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But haven't we all heard already that the manufacturers already have liability despite getting on this, if-it's-OK-for-kids-it's-OK-for-anyone

list???
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fearz
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:25:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is beyond money. I believe the primary reason they want kids to get these shots is the systemic health and fertility injury they

cause. These shots change DNA - changing us from God’s perfect creation.   The devil came to steal, kill and destroy. Destroying our

health destroys our joy, our witness and can separate us from God.
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tomfrank2
Joined On 7/29/2021 8:40:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is not mentioned is that children migjt not get that sick but they can still spread it to their elders and vulnerable. That is in the

millions.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually its the reverse that's occurred. Parents bring it home to their kids. The schools were some of the safest places, WERE,

past tense.
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AppleBrownBetty
Joined On 12/27/2020 8:54:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With the Advent of the  the new PNzer pill (can't remember the name) that the FDA has Approved,  IS  the EAU. OVER? Do they consider

this as a treatment that would stop further Mandates and the garbage we've had to put up with for the last 2 years(close enough) Dr

Mercola or anyone else?  Thank you
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You'd think!  I was wondering about that pill - I haven't heard anything more about it or the new version of the PCR tests that are

extinct as of 12/31 ...
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AppleBrownBetty - this article will provide you with some information about PNzer's & Merk's new oral covid

medication...www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/james-howard-kunstler/reindeer-games/
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ego1211gmail.com
Joined On 4/19/2011 10:52:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, suggestion!! Read a book titled: NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY, one writer was Gary Allen  I read this book at least 30

years ago and it explains everything that is happening now.  The real object right now is of course....DEPOPULATION. For reason and

logic, read Ayn Rand.
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dalewhale
Joined On 2/28/2011 6:12:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you for the recommendation, I will read them. a general comment to the naysayers.. the depopulation plan absolutely

positively includes both slow kill & fast kill. I see it all around me, they've been dropping like yies, many people I know of all ages.

 it's darn right disrespectful to say it isn't happening just because YOU haven't seen it.  Please show some compassion by getting

the facts before saying it isn't real.         it's the TRUTH...The culling has begun.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gary Allen was associated with the John Birch Society, which was created by Nelson Rockefeller, which means the Birch Society

was/is controlled [fake] opposition.  His co-author was jew Larry Abraham, sealing the idea that None Dare is also controlled

[fake] opposition. The co-author was a communist.  "Some call it communism, I call it Judaism". . .Rabbi Stephen Samuel Weiss,

New York, 1935

The verdict is still out on jewess Ayn Rand, but not on her associate Nathan Blumenthal, who called himself Nathaniel Branden

[his last name means Son of Rand, I presume to compete with the hated Jesus Christ].  I knew Branden from 1969 to 1971.  He

had a book selling service called NBI  Books, and was pushing books authored by known communists such as Mortimer Adler

and Betty Friedan.  Betty was a card-carrying member of the Communist Party.  Branden gave up on "Objectivism" before

passing, and became a Consequentialist, that is a utilitarian collectivist.
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Notmyarm.com
Joined On 1/17/2021 10:16:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Missed a recent Mercola article? Reposting them for the last 4 weeks at notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles  Awesome stuff!!

Great job Dr. Mercola!
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

beforeitsnews.com/spirit/2021/09/when-the-vaxxed-are-dead-alive-nanobo..
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Joined On 4/19/2011 10:52:58 AM
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I did leave a message but my next question is, everyone is talking about the vaccines, the deaths, illnesses, etc. but I haven't read

anything about the 'MAN MADE VIRUS'.  Let's see, the virus was created so a vaccine could be created so they could inject and kill most,

if not all, of the population.
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Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I wonder if your audience can have copies of those slides that Alix talks about in her presentation. They are very, very insightful.

Thank you!
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Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I just ordered this book last evening called "Conspirators Hierarchy" by Dr. John Coleman.  The article that I read about this

claims that "white" people must perish Nrst -  "The population of Canada, Western Europe, and the United States will be

decimated more rapidly than on other continents, until the world's population reaches a manageable level of 1 billion, of which

500 million will consist of Chinese and Japanese races, selected because they are people who have been regimented for

centuries and who are accustomed to obeying authority without question (Page 105 of the said book as above-mentioned)."

It continues: "A return to feudalism where a billion people will serve the super-rich." "The non-elite masses will be reduced to the

level and behavior of controlled animals with no will of their own and easily regimented and controlled." "Marriage will be

outlawed and there shall be no family life as we know it." "Children will be removed from their parents at an early-age and brought

up by wards as state property." "Covid-19 was planned to usher in the New World Order." "There will be no middle class, only rulers

and servants." It goes on and on . All of this is actual slavery. Thank you! Lise from Maine
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are so many comments I can’t go through all so maybe someone has asked this,  I don’t understand how an unlicensed

emergency drug can be put on the children’s vaccination schedule, wouldn’t it  have to be a FDA approved therefore licensed product

Nrst? That doesn’t appear to be what was being said here.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Nnally have access again; after being blocked since yesterday - up to about an hour ago! I wanted to reply to all of the responses to my

main post, yesterday. Apparently; some entity wanted to prevent me from doing that! This has happened more than a few times! I have

to meditate a bit more; so I'll keep this short. The "disease" *IS* Big Pharma...because they care so much for humanity! Has there ever

been any greater evil? Big Pharma and the military have always been in bed together. Nothing but Lies and Deception...seems to be

"The New Normal"!
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM
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I believe she is wrong. They are injecting nanotechnology in people and want to start at 6 months old babies. Of which there is now a

trial. It has all been researched and found. rumble.com/vqme7i-mac-cinated-intra-body-nano-network.html?fbclid=IwAR..              and

rumble.com/vqo9zi-technological-parasitism.html?fbclid=IwAR1lB8JzYPuNv..    and

www.docdroid.net/TOPBZJY/microscopia-de-vial-corminaty-dr-campra-Nrma..
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wcharter
Joined On 12/23/2010 8:56:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm a long time follower but this was not your best interview.  You seemed distracted and ended up Nlibustering.  Ask a question and get

out of the way.  We know your views but not your guests and the only way we get to know her/their  work is if you let them speak.

Thanks
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teekat
Joined On 6/9/2011 5:35:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know what happened to Guillermou?  I'm so used to seeing his AWESOME information right at the top of everything and

haven't seen it for a while now??  Just curious, thanks.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He responded to someone's post just yesterday, so he is taking a back seat and just responding occasionally.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

data dragon wrote that Guillermo is working with Spanish speakers, at times.
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